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Large phased array antennas are theoretically capable of delivering the directive 

gain of similarly sized aperture antennas while offering electronic beam scanning 

capabilities and greater operational flexibility. Unfortunately, the high cost associated with 

large phased antenna arrays has limited their use to highly specialized applications where 

no other antenna system configuration is possible. The recent development of less 

expensive microwave active devices has led to a renewed interest in large phased antenna 

arrays. These devices allow the amplification and signal processing required in phased 

antenna arrays to be distributed among many identical modules which combine the 

amplification, feed network, and radiating element sections of traditional antenna arrays. 

These modules can then be produced at a lower unit cost and result in an antenna system 

which is more easily integrated and repaired. 

The practicality of large phased antenna arrays is still limited by the great difficulty 

experienced in predicting their performance. Mutual coupling effects between the 

radiating elements produce significant variations from ideal array theory. The prediction 

and reduction of these effects requires a characterization approach which is computational 

rather than experimental. This document presents a new approach which allows the 

characterization of arbitrarily shaped planar radiating elements printed on a dielectric



support slab backed by a perfect electric conductor ground plane. This analysis approach 

uses a Method of Moments technique to determine the electric current distribution over a 

set of bi-triangular sub-domain elements describing a single radiating element. The effects 

of mutual coupling in the fully active infinite antenna array are included in the analysis by a 

Floquet mode based Green's function used in the Method of Moments analysis. This 

characterization technique has been implemented in the computational electromagnetics 

code ASIA (Analysis Software for Infinite Arrays). The analysis approach presented here 

is validated by comparison with published input impedance data for two different radiating 

elements. Finally, preliminary analysis results are shown for a more complex radiating 

element.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Phased antenna arrays offer communications and remote sensing system designers 

many potential advantages over aperture antennas of comparable size. Large phased 

antenna arrays can perform electronic beam steering, aperture reconfiguration, and 

sophisticated shared-use aperture operation while retaining the high gain commonly 

associated with reflector antennas. Unfortunately, large phased antenna arrays have been 

prohibitively expensive for most non-military applications until the recent development of 

high performance/low cost microwave active devices for amplification, filtering, and phase 

shifting. The development of these devices will lower the cost of large antenna arrays and 

increased the realizability of the potential advantages antenna arrays by making distributed 

amplification and signal processing much more practical. Antenna arrays designed using 

distributed architecture can be constructed from a large number of identical, self-contained 

modules which combine the duties of the final amplifier, feed network, and radiating 

element in traditional antenna arrays. The cost reduction and increased flexibility of 

operation realized from the use of mass produced array modules has the potential to 

expand the range of practical applications for phased antenna arrays greatly. This exciting 

development offers a great challenge to antenna engineering because the many possible 

applications of large phase antenna arrays large instantaneous bandwidths and 

electronically selected polarizations while state of the art phased antenna arrays are either 

limited to a narrow frequency band or are designed to operate at a few spot frequencies.



1.1 Research Motivation 

The Antenna Laboratory at Virginia Tech became aware of the increasing interest 

in the design and operation of large phased antenna arrays during the winter of 1994. 

Preliminary investigations of design of large phased antenna arrays subsequently led to 

research contracts for the analysis and design of broadband, dual polarized radiating 

elements for a multi-functional antenna array. The full antenna array was to be in the 1000 

element class and provide arbitrary, orthogonal, dual-linear polarization over the X- and 

Ku-bands. Discussions with the sponsor determined that a printed radiating element 

design was highly desirable because printed radiating elements can be made to be highly 

rugged as well as the advantages discussed above. A study of possible radiating elements 

for this array found that no existing radiating element could provide the necessary 

performance. 

While an empirical approach to the design of radiating elements is possible, the 

demanding performance requirements for this antenna made this option infeasible. The 

complex nature of the resulting antenna array makes the construction of large segments of 

the array for test purposes extremely difficult. Also, determining the performance of the 

full antenna array from a small segment of the antenna array is generally not practical. 

Clearly, the design of this radiating element required the use of an analysis tool which 

would eliminate the need to construct test articles at step in the design process. While 

simple ideal antenna array theory is commonly used in preliminary computations, it does 

not predict the performance of radiating elements in large phased antenna arrays. The 

presence of mutual coupling between the elements in these arrays causes the radiating 

element performance to vary significantly from the performance of the radiating element in 

isolation. Furthermore, the effects of mutual coupling may be extremely fast varying as a



function of beam scanning angle and can produce blind spots into which the array cannot 

be beam scanned. 

These difficulties demanded that a computational electromagnetics (CEM) analysis 

tool which could characterize the performance of an arbitrarily shaped, planar printed 

radiating element in the fully active antenna array environment was needed. Commonly 

available CEM analysis packages, such as NEC and ESP, are not capable of analyzing 

printed radiating elements in the array environment because the dielectric substrate is not 

adequately modeled and hardware limitations on the number of electric current unknowns 

limit the analysis to small segments of the array. Layered media CEM tools, such as 

SONNET and IE3D, model the dielectric substrate well but are still limited by the number 

of unknowns available. Fortunately, an approach to the analysis of periodic structures can 

be formulated using Floquet's theorem [1] to evaluate a single cell of the periodicity rather 

than the entire structure. Essentially, Floquet's theorem is used to expand the electric 

current, voltage, and electromagnetic fields in the periodic cell to enforce a constant phase 

taper across the cell. For antenna array analysis, this phase taper is equal to the phase 

taper required for the desired beam scanning as determined from ideal array theory. This 

approach to the analysis of periodic structures requires that the structure be of infinite 

extent. Research and measurement experience in the literature indicates that large antenna 

arrays can be adequately modeled as infinite antenna arrays if the large antenna array 

contains on the order of 100 elements or more [2, 3]. 

1.2. Organization of the Dissertation 

This document describes an infinite antenna array based technique for the 

characterization of complex planar radiating elements in large antenna arrays This analysis



approach uses a Method of Moments analysis to find the electric current distribution over 

a set of perfect electric conductor bi-triangular sub-elements which describe the radiating 

element. This choice of radiating element description allows the analysis of an arbitrarily 

shaped, planar radiating element. The Green's function used in the Method of Moments 

analysis is embedded in a Floquet series expansion of the electromagnetic fields in the 

analysis cell. The Floquet series expansion automatically includes the mutual coupling 

effects of the fully active, infinite antenna array in the characterization of the single 

radiating element in the analysis cell including the active input impedance, input power, 

and aperture efficiency of the arbitrary planar radiating element. The computational 

electromagnetics code ASIA (Analysis Software for Infinite Arrays) has been developed in 

the Antenna Laboratory at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University using this 

technique. The ASIA code is unique because it has been designed to allow user- 

specification of the analysis cell and radiating element geometry through input text files 

rather than program recompilation. 

Chapter 2 of this document presents background information which is necessary to 

allow the development of the analysis approach and reviews approaches which are 

currently used to analyze antenna arrays. The development of the new characterization 

technique for radiating elements in fully active, infinite antenna arrays is presented in 

Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents computational results from the ASIA implementation of 

the new analysis approach including a study of the convergence of the analysis algorithm 

and validation test cases for the analysis algorithm. The computational results in Chapter 

4 conclude with preliminary results for a more complex printed antenna being studied as a 

possible wideband, dual-polarized radiating element for large phased antenna arrays.



2. ARRAY ANALYSIS BACKGROUND 

An antenna array is a collection of several antennas arranged in space and excited 

together to produce an electromagnetic field which usually cannot be produced by a single 

antenna [4]. The individual antennas in this antenna array are commonly referred to as 

radiating elements of the array and may be very simple or quite complex. While the 

performance of the antenna array can easily be computed for the ideal case when these 

radiating elements do not interact, the prediction of the behavior of a complete, realizable 

antenna array is not at all trivial. As mentioned in Chapter 1, this ability to predict the 

behavior is necessary to allow the construction of even moderate performance antenna 

arrays. The alternate approach of building and testing many versions of the antenna array 

would afford only a limited understanding of the electromagnetic effects which affect the 

behavior and is not palatable due to cost considerations alone. This chapter begins with a 

discussion of the basic antenna array concepts which are necessary to understand the 

theory of the analysis approach developed in Chapter 3. The second portion of this 

chapter presents an overview of existing techniques which allow the characterization of 

large antenna arrays. 

2.1 Basic Antenna Array Concepts 

This section will present fundamental antenna array concepts which are required 

for the theoretical development of Chapter 3. Section 2.1.1 presents a development of the 

pattern of an antenna array and introduces the concept of pattern multiplication. Section 

2.1.1 also develops the requirements for beam scanning in a linear antenna array with 

uniform spacing. Section 2.1.2 discusses the undesirable effects on antenna array



performance which are present in non-ideal arrays. The presentation in Section 2.1.2 

begins with mutual coupling between the radiating elements in antenna arrays and 

introduces the concept of the active element pattern. Surface waves, a major source of 

mutual coupling in antenna arrays printed on dielectric substrates, are also discussed in 

Section 2.1.2. This discussion concludes with the introduction of the concept of infinite 

array analysis in Section 2.1.3. The applicability of infinite array analysis to large antenna 

arrays is also discussed in Section 2.1.3. 

2.1.1 Principles of Ideal Arrays 

The vector magnetic potential, A(r), of an arbitrarily shaped antenna array of N 

arbitrary sources is given by 

A(F) = [[ [> (7’) ) a (2.1) 

where Ji, (7”) is the electric current density distribution of the n™ radiating element in the 

array and 7 is the vector from the origin to the observation point. The electric field of this 

antenna array can be found from 

N 

E(F) = i (v x H(F) - Yu (7) )=; = ze(¥ x Vx A(F) — Sa) (2.2) 
n=1 

WE 

Substituting (2.1) into (2.2) gives 

E(r) = — Z.(v xVx [[ [do ) A = Ta, °) (2.3) 

which simplifies to



E(F) = av x Vx / / [> d Je (7’) — av (2.4) 

for the source-free region. By superposition, (2.4) can be rewritten as the sum of the 

electric fields from each of the N radiating elements which gives 

E(r) = »(evxv / / fy a, (7) —— “) (2.5) 

In the far-field of the array , this expression for the electric field may be simplified to 

_ 3 e~ Iho rr 
E(F) = — el, (™ , 2.6 (7) Daa? x 7 xX IP 1,(f ) amir) (2.6) 

where |F —7’| = |r|. For an antenna array of N arbitrary sources which are identical 

except for electric current density amplitude, (2.5) may be written as 

E(F) = a. (- x FX / / iE je? ) eh ae) (Sivact *| (2.7) 

where 

Jai, (F) = Senda) (2.8) 

TF, is the vector to a reference location on the n“ radiating element and the integral for the 

vector magnetic potential of the radiating element normalized electric current distribution, 

je(T'), is performed with the reference location of the radiating element at the coordinate 

system origin. 

The unnormalized radiation pattern is given by 

N 

( xP x / | / ju) ev (Sov er) 
n=1 

which is the final two terms of (2.8) containing only the angular dependence of the 

F(0,¢) = (2.9) 
   



electromagnetic fields. The unnormalized radiation pattern can be factored as 

F(6,$) = EP(6, )AFO, ¢$) (2.10) 

    

where 

EP(6,¢) = (FxFx / / / Jule a (2.11a) 

and 

N . 

AF(6,¢) = (SoJac**] . (2.11b) 
n=1     

The term E-P(6, d) in (2.10) is the far-field pattern of an isolated element of the antenna 

array. The AF'(6, ¢), or array factor, term in (2.10) is the far-field pattern of the antenna 

array geometry if the radiating elements are isotropic radiators. The far-field pattern of 

the array is then the product of the patterns of the radiating element and the array 

geometry. This ability of the far-field pattern of the antenna array to be factored in this 

form allows the pattern to be calculated from the element pattern and the array factor by 

pattern multiplication. 

The requirement for beam scanning in ideal antenna arrays can be illustrated using 

a simple linear array with equally spaced elements. Figure 2.1 shows the geometry of an 

equally spaced linear array of identical arbitrary elements located along the z-axis. The 

angular dependence of the array factor is 

AF(8) = Joie 22? +. Te, 07 F239? +4. J), etho30 4. J. eiko'z cos (2.12) 

where J,;, through J,;, are the complex amplitudes of the electric current densities on the 

radiating elements, the interelement spacing of the array is s, and the exponential phase 

terms are referenced to the center of the array. The complex weight of the n“ element



direction to desired main beam peak 

  

    
Figure 2.1. Linear array geometry showing the identical arbitrary array elements, 

the interelement spacing of the array, s, and the angle of scan of 

the array, 0,. 

can be rewritten as 

Jel, = | Fer, |e?" (2.13) 

where a, is the phase angle of the complex weight. Substituting (2.13) into (2.12) gives 

AF (6) = |Je, jee a1 — ho 3 co0s8) 4 | Jet, |eAa2—#o3°086) 4 

| Jets |ei(astko5cos8) + | Jer, jeH autho Z'cos8) 
(2.14) 

To produce a main beam peak, total constructive interference, in the 6, direction 

the arguments in the exponential terms must have the relationship 

(«: — ko cos = (a2 — ky = 0050) + 27m = 

(2.15) 
3 

(as + ko = 0086, +271 = («: + ka cos + 21rp 

where m, n, and p are real integers and are usually zero. It is now apparent that the phase 

terms a; through a4 can be replaced by (n — 1)a because the interelement phase shift



must be uniform for total constructive interference when the antenna array is equally 

spaced. Making this substitution and setting the 27 phase terms to zero gives 

( — ko cos, = (a — ky; Cosbs | = 

(2.16) 
3 33 

(2a + ky C080) = (3 + ko c05H 

which can be solved for interelement phase shift for a main beam scan direction of 8, of 

a= — k,scos6,. (2.17) 

Substituting this value for the phase shift between the elements of the antenna 

array for a main beam peak in the 6, direction into (2.15) gives 

AF(6) _ | Jy Je Ike's 0088 + | Jp |e I Fose0s0o tho c0s8) + 

| Jz |e (Phe 90088. — ko 30088) 4 | Jg|e7F(Skos00s8.—ko e080) (2.18) 

If the contributions of all of the radiating elements of the antenna array are in phase for 

any angle @ other than the angle of the intended main beam, 6,, this angle is called the 

grating lobe direction and the lobe of the antenna pattern in that direction is called a 

grating lobe. For an equally spaced linear array with an interelement spacing of 3, the 

grating lobe is formed fully in the directions which satisfy 

3 
— ko cos6 1 = — k,| scosé, + * cosd 1) & 27m 2.19 

2 g 2 g 

Or 

  Xo 1 = acos (cose, = = ) (2.20) 

where 8, is in real space. 

10



2.1.2 Non-ideal Arrays 

The antenna array analysis approach used in the previous section assumed that the 

performance of each of the radiating elements was unaffected by the presence of the other 

radiating elements. This assumption allows the analysis of the behavior of the antenna 

array to be based on the radiating element input impedance and far-field antenna pattern 

for an isolated element. Excluding oddities such as radio astronomy antenna arrays of 

parabolic reflector antennas, the performance of most practical antenna arrays is 

significantly altered by the coupling of energy between the radiating elements. The 

coupled energy can alter both the input impedance and the radiated field strength of the 

radiating element in the antenna array. These effects are generally detrimental to the 

proper operation of the antenna array and are of extreme significance in phased array 

antennas because the coupling varies greatly with the relative phase between the radiating 

elements. 

The most significant two effects of the mutual coupling between the radiating 

elements of the antenna array are the appearance of blind angles to which the main beam 

of the antenna array cannot be scanned and large, rapid variations in the input impedance 

of the radiating elements as a function of beam scanning angle. These effects are, in fact, 

simply different expressions of the same problem. The first possible approach is that the 

large variation in the active input impedance of the radiating elements of the antenna array 

near the blind angle of the antenna array cause reflection of the incident power on the 

elements rather than receiption or transmission. Alternately, the presence of a blind spot 

prevents the antenna array from receiving or transmitting power in the blind direction. 

The effect on array performance of the energy coupled between the radiating 

elements can be observed by two characterization techniques. The calculation or 

11



measurement of the mutual impedance matrix of the antenna array allows both the input 

impedance and the radiation performance of the scanned array to be estimated fairly 

accurately but requires up to N? measurement for an N element antenna array. 

Alternately, the measurement of the active element pattern allows the radiation 

performance of a large antenna array to be characterized with a single set of pattern 

measurements but provides only limited information about the input impedance to be 

expected. 

The mutual coupling between the radiating elements of the antenna array can be 

characterized as either a mutual impedance matrix or a scattering matrix [5]. The mutual 

impedance matrix expresses the coupling dependence between the radiating elements as 

V=ZI (2.21) 

where V is the voltage of the source feeding each radiating element of the array, Z is the 

mutual impedance matrix, and I is the impressed current on each radiating element at the 

feed point [4]. The mutual impedance matrix has the form 

Zi 212 ++) =~ZAN 
Z Boy oss Z za|% 2 Zn 2.22) 
Zn1 2Zn2 °*+ ZNN 

where Z,n7 is the open circuit voltage at the terminals of the m#“ radiating element due to 

a unit current on the n“ radiating element. This gives a relationship for Zn, of 

Zinn = vt (2.23) 
Ln \1,=0,i¢n 

The requirement of J; = 0, 1 4 n in (2.23) results from the definition of the measurement 

of the mutual impedance as the impedance between the m“ and n radiating elements in 

isolation. This requirement can be achieved by open circuiting the remaining radiating 

12



elements at the feed points during the measurement. This measurement may be performed 

for only a pair of elements if the induced currents on the remaining elements are negligible 

[5]. The possibility that the measurement of the mutual impedance between the m“4 and 

n‘£ radiating elements can be conducted in isolation can greatly simplify the determination 

of the mutual impedance matrix in a regular array. The mutual coupling for each element 

spacing and orientation need be measured only once rather than between each of the 

radiating element pairs with that geometry. The scattering matrix of the antenna array is 

similar to the mutual impedance matrix but is measured with the other elements terminated 

in a characteristic impedance [5]. 

The performance of the antenna array can be estimated once the mutual impedance 

or scattering matrix is computed from either measured or computational results. The 

antenna array excitation to be used can be represented in the column vector of the 

impressed source voltages and the impressed currents on the radiating elements calculated 

from (2.21). The impressed currents can be used to find the input impedance of each 

radiating element of the antenna array from 

Virtn (90 Po) 
In (90, bo) (2.24) 

Zing (8., Po) = 

where V;,,, is the voltage impressed across the terminals of the radiating element and J, is 

the impressed current on the radiating element found from (2.21). The computed 

impressed currents can also be used as the current weights in the array factor to find the 

far-field pattern of the antenna array. One of the major limitations on this type of 

characterization of the antenna array is that it usually assumes that the current distribution 

on the radiating element is unaffected by the mutual coupling effects. 

13



The active element pattern of an element in the antenna array is the far-field 

pattern of the radiating element measured when the radiating element is fed by a constant 

incident power source with the other radiating elements terminated [5]. The impedance of 

the source and the terminations used at the remaining radiating elements must be the same 

impedance with which the antenna array will be operated to maintain the same mutual 

coupling effects as the excited antenna array. This active element pattern directly shows 

the effect of mutual coupling in the array in the pattern level. The inclusion of the effects 

of the mutual coupling between the radiating elements of the antenna array is 

advantageous for two reasons: 1) the active element pattern is the correct element pattern 

for use in pattern multiplication as discussed in Section 2.1.1, and 2) the magnitude of the 

active reflection coefficient of the radiating element can be derived from the active element 

pattern for some classes of radiating elements. 

The active input reflection coefficient of the radiating element can be determined 

as a function of scan angle if the radiating element is part of an equally spaced planar 

antenna array [5]. This restriction allows the maximum possible gain available from a 

radiating element in an equally spaced array to be found from 

4nxA Arab 
Gmaz(9o, Po) = 2 00880 = 2 008% (2.25) 

for a rectangular grid array where a and 6 are the dimensions of the array spacing in the z- 

and y-directions. The cos, factor is the projection of the aperture of the radiating 

element cell into the (6,, ,) direction. This result, (2.25), is based on the assumption that 

the antenna array produces no grating lobes in visible space at beam scanning angle (6, ¢) 

and that any losses in the radiating element are negligible. If these assumptions are valid, 

the active reflection coefficient of the radiating element in the array environment, I’, (6, ), 

can be found from 
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1 49.9) 
4rabcosé (2.26) 

Po(8, 6)| = 

where g,(0, @) is the measured gain of the active element in the (6, ¢) direction [5]. 

The active element pattern concept for the characterization of antenna arrays 

contains several assumptions which are often correct but must be considered for each 

radiating element. First, the pattern multiplication principle can only be applied using the 

active element pattern and the ideal array factor if the relative current distribution on the 

radiating element is not a function of beam scanning angle. This assumption has generally 

been found to be acceptable but will cause errors in the predicted antenna array far-field 

pattern when the main beam is scanned very close to a null in the active element pattern. 

These errors are not usually significant because the overall level of the pattern in the blind 

direction is very low. The second assumption is that the radiating elements are essentially 

lossless. This assumption is required to use the approach of (2.26) to find the active input 

reflection coefficient of the radiating element. This assumption is fairly accurate for 

elements which are not significantly loaded, such as dipoles and monopoles, but is less 

reliable for dielectrically and especially resistively loaded elements. Finally, the common 

usage of the active element pattern concept is to measure a typical radiating element which 

is near the center of the antenna array [5]. The far-field gain pattern of this element is then 

assumed to be correct for all of the elements of the antenna array, including the radiating 

elements which are near the edge of the antenna array. This approach is valid for large 

antenna arrays but requires additional consideration for smaller antenna arrays [6]. It is 

possible to increase the accuracy of this approach for small antenna arrays by measuring 

the active element pattern of each of the radiating elements in the antenna array and 

performing the pattern multiplication explicitly using the form of (2.6) rather than (2.7) 

[6]. 
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Guided surface wave modes are the most significant source of mutual coupling in 

the type of antenna arrays which are considered here. The dielectric support structure on 

which the printed radiating elements rest is capable of supporting surface wave modes 

which travel in the plane of the antenna array. The surface wave modes consist of a 

propagating wave traveling along the dielectric slab in the dielectric and an evanescent 

field above the dielectric slab which decays with increasing height above the air/dielectric 

interface. These modes are therefore completely guided in the dielectric support structure 

and carry large amounts of power between the radiating elements of the antenna array. 

The strong mutual coupling caused by these surface wave modes causes rapid variations in 

the radiated power of the antenna array and the active input impedance of the radiating 

elements of the antenna array near the beam scanning locations which will support the 

surface wave. The dominant surface wave mode in the dielectric slab is the TMp mode [7] 

which has no cutoff frequency in a dielectric slab waveguide [8]. The effective coupling 

distance between the radiating element is essentially unlimited for the TMp mode because 

the only source of decay for this mode is dielectric loss [8]. 

The geometry of a dielectric slab which is backed by a perfect electric conducting 

ground plane is shown in Figure 2.2. The boundary conditions which are required for the 

surface wave to propagate in the slab are given by 

kb) sin(k(? d) — jek cos(k d) = 0 (2.27a) 

for the TM surface wave modes and 

jk sin (kd) + kK cos(kid) = 0 (2.27b) 

for the TE surface wave modes [9] where the z-directed wavenumbers of the surface wave 
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Figure 2.2. Geometry of the dielectric slab which is backed by a 
perfect electric conducting ground plane showing the 
depth of the slab, d, and the coordinate system. 

modes are given by 

kit) — ,/k2 — ke (2.28a) 

and 

kM?) = 4 /e,k? — k2 (2.28b) 

Both the requirement mentioned previously of a propagating wave in the dielectric slab 

with an evanescent field above the slab and the 7 complex multiplier on one term of each 

of (2.27) 

indicate that the transverse wavenumber for the surface wave mode must be in the range 

kK < ke < ek’. (2.29) 

The requirement on the transverse wavenumber of the surface wave given by 

(2.29) indicates that the surface wave is a product of a mode of the antenna array which is 

outside visible space for the air region above the air/dielectric interface. Bhattacharyya [7] 

found that the surface wave mode is generally the first mode outside visible space for most 

practical arrays. The surface wave is then excited in the antenna array if the phase shift 
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between adjacent radiating elements is such that each radiating element couples to the 

surface wave in phase with the surface wave. The excitation of the surface wave mode in 

the dielectric support structure of the antenna array results in extremely high field levels at 

the radiating element which are in phase with the radiating element for each cell of the 

antenna array. The TMo surface wave mode is, in fact, self-supporting for a lossless 

dielectric substrate and results in a unity reflection coefficient for each of the radiating 

elements of the antenna array since the requirement of (2.29) prevents power from 

radiating away from the antenna array face. Fortunately, a surface wave is only excited in 

phase at particular angles of beam scanning in the antenna array and therefore presents 

difficulties only at or near discrete beam scanning directions. 

The beam scanning direction at which the surface wave mode is excited in phase at 

each of the radiating elements of the antenna array can be found from 

Xo Oey = sin” (Fe — 2) (2.30) 

where k,,,, is the transverse wavenumber that satisfies (2.27a) and s is the interelement 

spacing of the antenna array. This result is based on the assumption that the surface wave 

exists as the first mode outside visible space as discussed in the previous paragraph and 

that the dielectric is thin enough to prevent surface wave modes other than the TMo 

surface wave mode from forming [7]. The thickness of the dielectric support substrate at 

which the first surface wave mode above the TMy mode, the TE; mode, can form is given 

by 

1 
S>=—=—. 2.31 

4,/e,—1 ( ) 
drr, = 

This result indicates that the thickness of the dielectric support substrate should be less 
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than approximately 0.2A, for typical dielectrics used in printed radiating element antenna 

arrays to prevent higher order surface wave modes from forming [10]. 

2.1.3 Infinite Array Analysis 

Large, but finite, antenna arrays are usually characterized by one of two indirect 

methods. Either the performance of the large antenna array is characterized by evaluating 

a small antenna array as its size increases or by determining the performance of an infinite 

array and including adjustments for edge effects in the large array if necessary. The direct 

characterization of large antenna arrays is generally not practical due to the extremely 

large numbers of unknowns which are required in the analysis. The analysis of a large 

antenna array is generally most easily performed by assuming the antenna array to be 

infinitely large and accounting for edge effects if necessary [11]. The infinite array 

approach to large antenna array analysis allows the representation of the antenna array to 

be simplified by considering a periodic structure of the radiating elements in the array grid. 

The periodic structure of the infinite array is used to simplify the analysis 

computations by using the periodicity to automatically include the effects of all of the 

radiating elements in the antenna array in the analysis of a single array grid cell [11]. The 

infinite array analysis approach can be used without accounting for the effects at the edge 

of the large finite antenna array if the antenna array is sufficiently large that the 

overwhelming majority of the elements are in the interior of the antenna array away from 

the edge. This approximation is based on the assumption that all of the interior elements 

experience the same mutual coupling environment in a large antenna array and the effect 

of the edge elements, which experience a different, variable mutual coupling environment, 

on the performance of the antenna array is minimal. As an added benefit, this approach to 
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the characterization of large antenna arrays presents the effects of the periodicity of the 

array grid spacing in a directly observable form [11]. 

The direct approach to the infinite array analysis of a large antenna array uses the 

periodicity of the array grid to expand the fields in an array grid cell in a Fourier series of 

modes with an added linear phase taper to account for the Floquet theory walls which 

separate the analysis cells [12, 1]. The linear phase taper is determined from the desired 

direction of beam scanning in the analysis. The Floquet walls can be simply described as 

constant phase shift surfaces between the cells of the array grid which impose this phase 

taper at the boundaries of the analysis cell. In this work, this series expansion will be 

referred to as a Floquet series for convenience. The radiating element in the analysis cell 

can be modeled using conventional Method of Moments (MoM) techniques because the 

coupling to the other radiating elements in the antenna array is included in the Floquet 

series expansion of the Green's Function used to couple the electric current density 

description of the radiating element in the analysis cell to the electric potential description 

of the radiating element. 

The accuracy of the infinite antenna array approximation of large antenna arrays 

was studied by Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn [2]. Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn compared the 

aperture efficiency of the radiating element in an infinite array with the aperture efficiency 

of the radiating element in a partially excited infinite array to develop a measure of the 

energy coupled to the unexcited elements. In this case, the aperture efficiency of the 

radiating element is defined to include the effects of power reflected at the radiating 

element input as well as loss in the radiating element and the aperture taper of the 

radiating element. The aperture efficiency is given by 

Nap(8o, 60) = (1 — [Ta(8o, $0)|") naiss (90, $0) (2.32) 
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where I°,(6,, fo) is the active reflection coefficient of the radiating element in the fully 

active infinite antenna array scanned to (0,, go) and naiss(90, fo) is the dissipative loss of 

the radiating element when the array is scanned to (@,,¢0). The analysis performed by 

Waslkiwskyj and Kahn assumes that the radiating element is lossless [2]. 

Waslkiwskyj and Kahn [2] computed the aperture efficiency of the radiating 

element for several possible numbers of excited radiating elements in the infinite array 

environment. They proposed that the validity of the infinite array analysis approach can be 

estimated by the agreement between the aperture efficiency of the radiating element in the 

partially excited infinite antenna array of a given number of elements and array grid 

spacing and the aperture efficiency of the radiating element in the fully excited infinite 

antenna array of the same geometry. The efficiency of the array was defined as 

at (I — StS)a 

ata 
n(a) = (2.33) 

where S is the scattering matrix of the antenna array and a is the applied excitation of the 

antenna array. This definition of the aperture efficiency of the radiating elements of the 

antenna array is equivalent to the ratio of transmitted power to incident power for lossless 

radiating elements. 

Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn [2] obtained numerical aperture efficiency results for 

excited portions of a infinite linear antenna array of 3, 7, 27, and all of the radiating 

elements for slot, dipole, and ideal radiating elements as a function of the interelement 

phase shift. The ideal element of Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn has a far-field pattern which is 

defined by 

cos@é; @<7 

f(@) = 6 T<60< 27 (2.34) 
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These results showed extremely good agreement between the fully excited infinite array 

and the 27 excited radiating element infinite array. They reported good agreement 

between the fully excited infinite array and the 7 excited radiating element infinite array for 

all cases with less than a 5% error in the aperture efficiency relative to the fully excited 

infinite array over approximately 3 of the interelement phase shift range. Figure 2.3 

shows the efficiency of the ideal radiating element for a planar antenna array with a square 

grid with 1, 9, 49, 121, 729, and all of the radiating elements in the infinite array excited as 

a function of interelement spacing for two different interelement phase shifts. These 

results indicate that the infinite antenna array analysis approach is probably acceptable for 

planar antenna arrays of ideal elements which are larger than 7 x 7 radiating elements. 

This approach to the validation of the infinite antenna array analysis approximation 

provides only a preliminary estimate of the range of validity for the approximation. The 

use of a partially excited infinite antenna array in this analysis rather than a true finite 

antenna array introduces a source of possible error. Also, the simple element model 

cannot account for the possible surface wave and other coupling mechanisms which are 

unique to a dielectric support structure geometry. Deshpande and Bailey [3] addressed 

these concerns by comparing the active input impedance computed by the infinite antenna 

array approximation to the active input impedance computed using a mutual coupling 

matrix analysis approach for finite antenna arrays in a dielectrically supported antenna 

array geometry. They computed the mutual coupling of an antenna array of probe-fed, 

circular microstrip patch radiating elements printed on a perfect electric conductor (PEC) 

ground plane backed dielectric slab using an MoM analysis procedure with a dyadic 

Green's function to account for the dielectric effects. They characterized square antenna 

arrays of 9, 25, 49, and 121 elements. Deshpande and Bailey also computed and 

measured the mutual coupling and active input impedance of an 8 element linear array of 
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Figure 2.3. Radiating element efficiency of Wasylkiwskyj and Kahn [2] for 
excited subarrays of 1, 9, 49, 121, 729, and all of the radiating 

elements in an infinite antenna array as a function of element 
spacing for two values of interelement phase shift. The infinite 
antenna array approximation can be considered valid when the 

efficiency values for the interelement spacing of the antenna 

array are comparable to the infinite array efficiency. 

these radiating elements. These comparisons led to the conclusion that the infinite antenna 

array analysis approximation is generally valid for printed radiating elements on a ground 

plane backed dielectric support substrate for antenna arrays which have 7 x 7 or more 

elements. 
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2.2 Analysis Techniques for Radiating Element Characterization 

The basic antenna array principles which were discussed in Section 2.1 can be 

applied by four fundamentally different approaches to characterize a large antenna array. 

After ideal array theory, the most primitive approach to the characterization of a large 

antenna array consists of simply analyzing the entire antenna array using a commonly 

available computational electromagnetics analysis package. This approach can be based 

on either a fully excited antenna array analysis including the necessary radiating element 

phasing for each of the desired beam scanning directions or by exciting a single element at 

a time to develop the set of active element patterns as discussed in Section 2.1.2. The 

second possible approach to the characterization of a large antenna array infers the 

behavior of the antenna array from the grating lobe series of the antenna array. This 

technique provides a good estimate of the location of possible scan blindness for antenna 

arrays of simple radiating elements but provides only limited input impedance information 

for more complicated elements. The third approach to the analysis of a large antenna 

array uses the mutual coupling technique discussed in Section 2.1.2. This approach can be 

used by computing the mutual coupling with a standard computational electromagnetics 

analysis tool or a custom software analysis tool for special geometries. Two 

characterization techniques are based on the infinite array approach to the analysis of large 

antenna arrays. The first characterization technique of this type is the waveguide 

simulator model for the large antenna array. Although this approach is not strictly an 

analysis technique it will be discussed. The second characterization technique which uses 

an infinite array analysis approach to model large antenna arrays is based on a spatial 

harmonic series expansion of the array grid. This is the approach used in the theoretical 

development presented in Chapter 3. These four classes of large antenna array analysis 

techniques are discussed in this section in the order in which they were introduced. 
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2.2.1 Existing Computational Electromagnetics Analysis Tools 

As mentioned above, a means of characterizing large antenna arrays is necessary 

for the design of this type of antenna or its radiating elements. The best way to develop 

this capability is to use a mature computational electromagnetics analysis code. This 

approach avoids the extensive development and validation time for a custom software 

analysis tool and increases confidence in the computational results. The probability that a 

common computational electromagnetics code could accurately analyze large antenna 

alrays was recognized to be very low but the desirability of this approach led to a survey 

of the available codes to determine their suitability for this type of analysis. The 

computational electromagnetics codes which were considered can be divided into two 

major categories: codes which use a traditional free space kernel or which have a limited 

dielectric analysis capability and codes which are intended to analyze structures with a 

multi-layered dielectric structure. 

Four computational electromagnetics codes which fall into the first of these 

categories were considered. These codes were the Numerical Electromagnetics Code 

(NEC v.4) [13], the Ohio State Electromagnetic Surface Patch code (ESP v.4) [14], the 

PATCH code [15], and the WIRE code [16], which is an improved variation on the 

MININEC code [17]. These analysis codes are based on an integral form MoM analysis 

of a metal structure in either a free-space environment or an infinite PEC ground plane 

environment. Two of these codes, NEC and ESP, add a limited capability to analyze 

structures which include dielectric effects. 

The NEC code allows the characterization of metal structures composed of both 

wire and plate electric current elements [13]. These metal structures can be analyzed in a 

free-space environment or an environment which includes either an infinite PEC ground 
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plane or a dielectric half-space. The analysis in the presence of the dielectric half-space is 

formulated to include dielectric loss effects and is primarily useful for the characterization 

of antennas over a non-perfect ground surface. The analysis of metal structures in the 

NEC code is based on the evaluation of the magnetic field integral equation (MFIE). This 

choice of integral equation formulation restricts the use of plate elements in the NEC code 

to closed surfaces with non-vanishing internal volumes because the MFIE expresses the 

difference of the current densities on the two sides of the patch element as a function of 

the total current density on the element. This formulation restricts NEC primarily to the 

analysis of antenna arrays of wire radiating elements. 

The Ohio State ESP code also allows the characterization of metal structures 

which are composed of both wire and plate electric current elements [14]. The plate 

electric current elements in the ESP code are described by a bi-quadrilateral electric 

current density patch description. The ESP code can characterize these structures in the 

either the free-space environment or in the presence of an infinite PEC ground plane. This 

code also allows the use of dielectric plate elements but models these elements using a 

sheet impedance approach which is primarily useful for radar cross section (RCS) analysis. 

The analysis approach used in the ESP code 1s based on the electric field integral equation 

EFIE which is suitable for the analysis of open surface structures unlike the MFIE 

formulation used in NEC. The main limitations imposed by ESP for the analysis of 

antenna arrays are the use of a thin wire kernel and the lack of a suitable small plate/wire 

attachment element. The use of a thin wire kernel in ESP requires that non-connected 

wire segments be separated by several wire radii. This choice of kernel also restricts the 

maximum bend in a single wire to approximately 45° at any single point. The lack of a 

small plate/wire attachment element prevents the use of the plate electric current elements 

to describe a radiating element because the minimum size of the attachment between wire 
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and plate electric current elements is approximately 0.2, and sources can be placed in 

wire electric current elements only. 

The PATCH code was developed for the analysis of structures described by plate 

electric current elements [15]. This code can characterize these structures in either a free- 

space environment or in the presence of up to three orthogonal infinite PEC ground- 

planes. The PATCH plate electric current elements in the PATCH code are bi-triangular 

electric current density patches. These plate electric current elements can contain a source 

at the joining edge of the bi-triangular patch element. Analysis in the presence of 

dielectric materials is not supported by the PATCH code. 

The WIRE code was developed as an improved version of the MININEC series of 

personal computer based NEC codes [16]. The WIRE code can characterize structures 

composed of wire electric current elements in either a free-space or an infinite PEC 

ground plane environment. The kernel used for the analysis of wire electric current 

elements in the WIRE code has been improved from the kernel used in MININEC to 

model the wire segments correctly as cylindrical PEC shells. This model of the wire 

segments is still limited to wire radii which are much smaller than A, because 

circumferential variation of the electric current is not allowed. 

These four computational electromagnetics codes are useful for the analysis of 

many antenna and scattering structures but are not appropriate for use in the 

characterization of radiating elements in large antenna arrays or antennas which are 

printed on dielectric substrates. Antenna arrays of only moderate size can be analyzed 

with these computational analysis codes because of the limit on the number of unknowns 

which can be modeled. On Intel architecture personal computers, the first three of these 

codes are limited to less than approximately 2000 unknowns for a core memory of 64 MB. 
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The use of virtual memory has proven to be impractical because the execution speed is 

much lower when virtual memory is used. The fourth code, WIRE, is presently limited to 

approximately 160 unknowns by limitations imposed by the source code compiler. These 

limitations restrict these codes to the analysis of antenna arrays of less than 400 radiating 

elements for extremely simple radiating elements such as half-wave dipoles. The analysis 

of antenna arrays using more complex radiating elements such as Archimedean spiral 

antennas would limit the array size to less than 5 total radiating elements. Finally, the two 

codes which include dielectric modeling, NEC and ESP, do not use models which are 

suitable for use in a radiating element structure. 

Three computational electromagnetics codes which fall into the second category, 

that can handle layered dielectrics, were considered. These codes were the Zeland 

Software code IE3D [18], the Sonnet Software code SONNET [19], and the Boulder 

Microwave code ENSEMBLE [20]. These computational electromagnetics code can 

analyze metal structures in a multi-layered dielectric environment which can include 

multiple infinite ground planes. The IE3D and ENSEMBLE codes were quickly 

determined to be inappropriate for modeling large antenna arrays of complex radiating 

elements because of limitations on the practical number of unknowns. At this point the 

investigation of these two codes was terminated. 

The SONNET code is intended to be used to analyze multi-layered microstrip and 

stripline circuits in a metal enclosure [19]. This analysis package is capable of modeling 

planar circuits using a rectangular electric current element description of the metallization 

at each interface between two dielectric layers. The SONNET code also allows vias to be 

specified between the layers of metallization. The solution technique appears to be MoM 

based on a cavity type modal expansion of the electromagnetic fields in the analysis box. 
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These mode weights for these fields are then determined by enforcing boundary conditions 

in a sampled sense at each of the interfaces between dielectric layers. Both the core 

memory required and the execution time of the analysis are heavily influenced by the size 

of the analysis box as well as the number of unknowns used to describe the metallization. 

This relationship suggests that the software in some way stores large amounts of data for 

each mode rather than summing the effects of the mode and then reusing the storage 

space. 

The SONNET code can be used to characterize radiating structures although it 

was not designed for this purpose. The analysis of radiating structures using SONNET is 

approached specifying the surface impedance of the upper, and lower if desired, sides of 

the metal analysis cell to match the impedance of free-space. The other sides of the 

analysis cell are defined as PEC surfaces in the analysis algorithm. The use of the free- 

space impedance for the upper boundary of the analysis cell is claimed to reasonably 

approximate an open-ended waveguide geometry with the metal analysis cell. The 

characterization of an antenna in this environment is essentially the waveguide simulator 

approach to infinite antenna array analysis which will be discussed in Section 2.2.4 

although this is not mentioned in the user's manual. The core memory and analysis 

execution time requirements discussed above severely limit the ability of SONNET to 

characterize more complex radiating elements using this approach. 

2.2.2 Grating Lobe Series Based Technique 

The grating lobe series approach to the analysis of large antenna arrays is based on 

analyzing the interaction of the radiating element with the higher order modes which 

represent the stored energy in the antenna array structure as well as with the radiating 
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mode(s). The higher order modes are based on a series of stored energy modes which 

represent grating lobes outside visible space for the array grid geometry. This series of 

grating lobes is expressed by (2.20) for an equally spaced linear array. The grating lobe 

series is essentially a Floquet series. This approach to the analysis of large antenna arrays 

is well suited to the characterization of simple radiating elements because it results in a 

simple analytic description of the input impedance of the radiating element [12]. 

The grating lobe approach to the characterization of a large antenna array 1s 

closely related to the infinite array analysis techniques which are described in Section 2.2.4 

but appears to be limited to radiating elements which can be described by a single electric 

or magnetic current density basis function of a shape which is known a priori. This 

approach to the characterization of large antenna arrays is reported to be applicable to 

elements such as infinitesimal dipoles, half-wave dipoles and patch elements as well as 

small slots, half-wave slots, and open ended waveguides by duality [12]. The effects of the 

mutual coupling throughout the infinite array grid are calculated in the grating lobe series 

based approach by determining the coupling between the single basis element description 

of the radiating element and the full set of modes which could be supported by the array 

grid geometry {21]. The single basis function limitation of the approach reduces its 

adaptability greatly because the technique cannot be used to characterize complicated 

elements or account for variations in the current distribution on the radiating element [22]. 

The surface wave series was shown by Frazita [21] to correctly predict the scan blindness 

and active reflection coefficient for an antenna array of circular waveguide apertures 

covered by a dielectric sheet. Frazita reports that this geometry was adequately described 

by the series of grating lobes out to 24 grating lobes from visible space. 
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2.2.3 Mutual Coupling Based Technique 

The performance of a non-ideal antenna array can be characterized by using the 

mutual coupling analysis technique described in Section 2.1.2. The mutual coupling 

between the radiating elements of the antenna array is computed using conventional spatial 

domain computational electromagnetics analysis [5]. This computational electromagnetics 

analysis of the finite antenna array can typically be performed using only two elements 

with an existing code such as those described in Section 2.2.1 or an analysis code 

developed for the specific geometry of the antenna array. This approach to the 

characterization of large antenna arrays allows the edge effects in the large antenna array 

to be included in the analysis [5]. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, this type of 

characterization of large antenna arrays is limited because at is usually assumed that the 

electric current distribution on each radiating element is not affected by the mutual 

coupling between the radiating elements. 

The analysis by Deshpande and Bailey [3] of finite antenna arrays of circular 

microstrip patch radiating elements used this mutual coupling based characterization 

approach. The mutual coupling between these radiating elements was computed using a 

specifically developed MoM analysis code which used a dyadic Green's function to 

account for the ground plane backed dielectric slab on which the circular patches were 

printed. Deshpande and Bailey choose circular microstrip patch radiating elements to 

reduce the computational demands made on this characterization approach for larger 

antenna arrays. This choice of radiating element also simplified the modeling of the 

radiating elements because of the high Q of microstrip type antennas allowed the circular 

microstrip patches to be modeled with a single electric current density basis function for 

each of the patches. The mutual coupling for the array was computed using a forced 
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electric current excitation to determine the mutual impedance matrix as discussed in 

Section 2.1.2. rather than the scattering matrix which is found using a free, constant 

power excitation [5]. Deshpande and Bailey also performed this analysis for an 8 element 

linear array of the circular microstrip patch radiating elements. They constructed and 

measured this antenna array verify the analysis approach. Good agreement was reported 

between the measured and computed results for this linear antenna array [3]. 

2.2.4 Infinite Array Based Techniques 

Waveguide simulation and Floquet boundary cell analysis are the two approaches 

to the characterization of large antenna arrays which are entirely dependent on the infinite 

antenna array approximation. The waveguide simulation approach can be implemented by 

either analysis or measurement while the Floquet cell analysis approach can only be 

performed by analysis. Although not strictly an analysis technique, the waveguide 

simulation approach to the characterization of large antenna arrays is introduced here 

because of its similarities with the Floquet cell analysis technique. Both of these large 

antenna array characterization techniques only require the analysis of a single cell of the 

antenna array geometry which includes a few radiating elements at most. The effects of 

mutual coupling between the radiating elements of the antenna array are included in each 

of these types of analysis cell by the careful selection of the boundary conditions at the 

vertical walls of the analysis cell. 

Waveguide Simulation 

A waveguide simulator may be constructed by placing a cell of the large antenna 

array which is to be characterized on a transverse plane of a section of rectangular 

waveguide [23]. This cell is composed of one or more radiating elements in the antenna 
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array grid geometry of the infinite antenna array. The cell is usually not the unit cell of the 

antenna array grid but a larger section of the array. Like the unit cell of the antenna array, 

this analysis cell can be repetitively placed to represent the antenna array geometry. The 

cell is chosen such that the waveguide walls are located along planes of symmetry of the 

radiating elements as well as the antenna array grid. The choice of antenna array cell for 

the waveguide simulator is determined by the requirement of zero tangential electric field 

at the waveguide walls. 

The waveguide simulator representation of the infinite antenna array is possible 

because any waveguide mode can be decomposed into either two or four plane waves 

[23]. The number of plane wave components modeled by each waveguide mode is equal 

to twice the number of independent directions in which the waveguide mode varies. For 

instance, the [1,0] and [0,1] modes of the waveguide model two plane waves while the 

[1,1] mode models four plane waves. The angle between the plane waves is such that the 

interference of the electromagnetic fields satisfies the waveguide boundary condition of 

zero tangential electric field at the walls of the waveguide. This requirement on the plane 

waves indicates that the plane waves which represent the waveguide mode can be viewed 

as being incident on a transverse plane in the waveguide symmetrically about the 

waveguide axis. The projection of the propagation vectors and polarization vectors of the 

component plane wave modes in the waveguide simulator onto the transverse plane is 

shown for several waveguide modes in Figure 2.4. For any transverse plane in the 

waveguide the effective angle of incidence, the angle between the longitudinal axis of the 

waveguide and the plane wave components, of this set of plane waves can be found from 

Oinc. = asin( >) (2.35) 
Xe 

where X, is the free space wavelength at the frequency of operation and X, is cutoff 
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Figure 2.4. Directions of propagation and polarization for the plane waves modeled 

by several waveguide modes in the waveguide simulator [23]. The dotted 
lines show the projection of the propagation vectors of the plane wave 

modes in the simulator onto the transverse plane. The arrows show the 

polarization vectors of the plane waves projected onto the transverse plane. 

wavelength of the waveguide mode which is modeling the plane waves [23]. A waveguide 

simulator cannot model the broadside scanned antenna array because this would require 

Ac = 0 in (2.35). The simulation of broadside radiation from the antenna array would 

require an infinitely large waveguide simulator. 

The choice of the waveguide mode used in the simulator also controls the 

polarization of the plane wave components which are effectively incident upon the antenna 

array. Oliner and Malech [23] defined the simulated plane waves as H-polarized if a 

magnetic field component lies along the longitudinal axis of the simulator (TE waveguide 

modes) and E-polarized if a electric field component lies along the longitudinal axis (TM 

waveguide modes). The direction of the plane of propagation of the plane wave 
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components determine the polarization of the electromagnetic field relative to the 

waveguide. The plane of polarization is orthogonal to the plane of propagation of the 

plane wave components of the waveguide modes in Figure 2.4. While any polarization 

and incidence angle for the plane wave can be modeled using this approach by using the 

appropriate waveguide mode, practical considerations, such as spuriously excited 

waveguide modes limit its usefulness to the lower numbered waveguide modes [23]. 

The radiating elements are terminated in a known impedance through the feed line 

which will be used for the element in the full antenna array. The waveguide is then excited 

by a waveguide mode which will cause this construct to represent a cell of the infinite 

antenna array under illumination by a plane wave from a given direction. The ratio of the 

power reflected from the radiating elements to the power illuminating the radiating 

elements is measured and used to compute the reflection coefficient of the infinite antenna 

array when excited by this plane wave. The reflection coefficient measured in this manner 

is identical to the reflection coefficient of the infinite antenna array for a plane wave which 

is incident on the antenna array from the direction given by (2.35) since all of the 

illuminating power must either be reflected (indicating mismatch in the radiating elements) 

or absorbed (transmission in the radiating elements). This relationship can be shown by 

considering the waveguide mode to be the superposition of the set of plane waves 

described above. The input impedance of the radiating elements can then be found from 

the known terminations of the radiating elements and the reflection coefficient. 

Alternately, the input impedance of the radiating elements in the waveguide simulator can 

be measured using standard techniques by feeding the elements with the correct phase 

progression for the beam scanning direction which the simulator was designed and 

measuring the input impedance directly. This direct measurement of the input impedance 

requires that the waveguide section comprising the simulator be properly terminated. 
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Floquet Series Analysis 

The analysis algorithm developed in Chapter 3 is based on the Floquet cell 

approach to the characterization of large antenna arrays. Like the waveguide simulation 

approach, the Floquet cell approach is based on the infinite antenna array approximation 

to the large antenna array. The Floquet cell approach is more advantageous for 

computational analysis than the waveguide simulation approach because Floquet cell 

analysis requires only a single unit cell of the antenna array grid geometry to be analyzed. 

As discussed above, the waveguide simulation approach can require the analysis or 

measurement of several unit cells of the antenna array grid geometry to generate the 

symmetry required by the boundary conditions at the waveguide walls. The Floquet cell 

approach is also advantageous because it allows a full range of beam scanning for the 

same analysis cell. The single major disadvantage of the Floquet cell approach is that, 

unlike the waveguide simulator, the Floquet cell cannot be physically constructed because 

of the boundary conditions which are required at the vertical walls of the cell. A brief 

survey of previous uses of the Floquet cell approach to the characterization of large 

antenna arrays is given here. The theory of this approach is developed in detail in Chapter 

3 and will not be discussed in this section. 

There are three different ways in which the Floquet cell approach to the 

characterization of large antenna arrays can be applied: single basis function descriptions 

of the radiating element, multiple whole-domain descriptions of the radiating element, and 

multiple sub-domain descriptions of the radiating element. The simplest form of large 

antenna array characterization using the Floquet analysis cell approach uses only a single 

basis function to describe the electric current or aperture fields of the radiating element. 

This approach to the characterization of large antenna arrays is essentially the same as the 

grating lobe series approach discussed in Section 2.2.2 in that it ignores the possibility that 
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the current or field distribution may be affected by the mutual coupling. This type of 

Floquet cell analysis was used by Munk, Kouyoumjian, and Peters [24] to study periodic 

planar sheets of strip dipoles. In this study, the reflection of plane waves from the array 

was analyzed. Pozar [25] used this technique to determine the performance of an antenna 

array composed of vertical monopoles embedded in a dielectric slab backed by a ground 

plane. Pozar modeled these monopoles with a single filamentary pulse basis function. The 

main purpose of this study was to determine the effects of probe feeds, modeled by these 

monopoles, on a rectangular antenna array of probe-fed microstrip patches. 

An approach to more accurate Floquet cell analysis is to use multiple whole- 

domain basis functions to describe the radiating element. This approach is usually used for 

antenna arrays of relatively simple radiating elements such as open-ended waveguide, 

microstrip patch, or dipole elements. Farrell and Kuhn [22] used this approach to study 

the effect of mutual coupling on an infinite planar antenna array of rectangular waveguide 

horns. The fields in the aperture of the waveguide horn in the Floquet analysis cell were 

modeled by the sum of 25 weighted waveguide modes. Farrell and Kuhn noted that the 

grating lobe approach to the characterization of large antenna arrays is incapable of 

predicting mutual coupling effects which alter the field or current distribution on the 

radiating element. This approach was reported to yield excellent results including the 

accurate prediction of a 32 dB null in the far-field pattern of the antenna array. This null is 

also predicted by the grating lobe analysis but the location of the null is predicted less 

accurately [22]. 

Pozar and Schaubert [10] used multiple whole-domain basis functions to describe 

an antenna array of rectangular microstrip patches. The effects of the feed-probes on the 

patch were accounted for as lumped element inductances. They found good agreement 
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with measured results for the input impedance of the radiating elements in a waveguide 

simulator for thin dielectric substrates but it was suggested that a better probe model is 

required for thicker support substrates. Hall and Mittra [26] used this technique to 

characterize the scattering of plane waves from periodically spaced strips of resistive 

material. The results of this study show noticeable dips in the reflection coefficient for the 

plane wave incident upon the strip grating at approximately the spacings where grating 

lobes of the reflected wave would enter visible space. Hall and Mittra reported that the Q 

of the structure at resonance was reduced compared to a PEC strip grating. 

Zavosh and Aberle [27] combined the use of multiple whole-domain basis functions 

and a single whole-domain basis function over different sections of the radiating element. 

This approach can be considered as a hybrid between a whole-domain modal description 

of the radiating element and a sub-domain description of the radiating element. Zavosh 

and Aberle used this technique to study the effects of mutual coupling on beam scanning 

performance in an antenna array of cavity-backed circular patches. The geometry of a 

cross-section of a portion of this antenna array is shown in Figure 2.5. The gap around 

the perimeter of the patch was replaced by a magnetic current density in the gap which 

was modeled using a series of whole-domain modal basis functions. The electric current 

density on the probe feed of the patch element was modeled using a single whole-domain 

pulse basis function because the length of the probe feed was much less than one 

wavelength. Zavosh and Aberle reported improvements in the beam scanning 

performance for this antenna array as compared to a conventional antenna array of 

microstrip patch elements [27]. 

The use of a sub-domain basis function description allows the analysis of antenna 

arrays of complicated radiating elements. This approach to Floquet cell characterization 
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Figure 2.5. Cross-sectional view of a portion of the antenna array of cavity- 
backed circular patches analyzed by Zavosh and Aberle [27] 

has been used by Pozar and Schaubert [28], Chu [29], and Bayard [30] to analyze the 

performance of large antenna arrays with dipole radiating elements. Rectangular 

piecewise sinusoidal sub-domain basis functions were used in each of these studies to 

describe the electric current density distribution on dipole radiating elements. Pozar and 

Schaubert studied the beam scanning performance of an infinite antenna array of strip 

dipole elements printed on dielectric substrate supports of different thickness. The sub- 

domain basis function in this study included only the electric current density which was 

directed along the axis of the dipole. The analysis found that the blind spots of these 

antenna arrays corresponded to the beam scanning locations of the surface waves 

supported by a dielectric slab with the same geometry. 

Chu analyzed an antenna array of strip dipoles which was printed on a dielectric 

substrate backed by a ground plane covered with radar absorbing material [29]. This 

antenna array was also covered by a three dielectric layer radome structure. They 

modeled the dipole elements using a piecewise sinusoidal sub-domain basis function. Chu 

also constructed a waveguide simulator for a simple geometry with a single radome 

dielectric and reported good agreement between the computed and measured results. 

Bayard used the sub-domain basis function description of the radiating element in 

the Floquet cell characterization technique to investigate the beam scanning performance 
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of dipoles printed on dielectric fences protruding from the ground plane [30]. These 

dipole elements were fed by a microstrip line printed on reverse side of the dielectric 

fences. His approach can also include analyze the performance effects of a planar 

dielectric radome laid across the fences. Figure 2.6 shows the geometry of a section of a 

single dielectric fence in this array structure including the possible radome. Bayard used a 

two-dimensional rectangular piecewise sinusoidal electric current density basis function to 

describe these radiating elements. His computed results found that scan blindness occurs 

at approximately 8, = 25° in the E-plane for dipoles on a 0.5A, array grid when located 

on a dielectric fence 0.3A, high for €, = 2.2. 

This characterization approach is also suitable for more complicated structures. 

Pozar [31] analyzed an infinite antenna array of aperture coupled microstrip patches. A 

series of modal, whole-domain basis functions was used to describe the electric current 

density on the microstrip patch in this analysis. The electric field in the aperture was 

described by a single piecewise sinusoidal basis function. The microstrip feed network 

was assumed to be an insignificant contributor to the mutual coupling effects in this 

antenna array and was therefore not modeled directly in the analysis. Pozar constructed a 

waveguide simulator for beam scanning in the H-plane of this antenna array and reported 

good agreement between measured and calculated results. 

Finally, Schuman, Pflug, and Thompson [32] developed an approach which allows 

the analysis of wire radiating elements of arbitrary shape in an infinite planar antenna array. 

The wire radiating element is described by a set of sub-domain electric current wire basis 

functions. These basis functions are defined as pulse electric current basis functions. This 

development includes a modification to the MoM technique which allows the wire 

radiating element to be bent out of the plane of the antenna array grid. The input 
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Figure 2.6. Geometry of a section of a single dielectric fence for the array 
of dipole elements analyzed by Bayard [30]. The dipole element 

is fed by the p-strip line printed on the reverse side of the fence. 

impedance computed for a dipole antenna array using this analysis approach was reported 

to compare well to results for a 37 element antenna array computed using an unspecified 

spatial domain MoM code [32]. 
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3. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 

This chapter presents the theoretical development of the Method of Moments 

(MoM) analysis of infinite arrays of arbitrarily shaped, planar radiating elements which are 

printed on a dielectric support substrate which is backed by a perfect electric conducting 

ground plane. The chosen solution technique includes the effects of the full infinite array 

in the analysis of a single rectangular cell of the array by using a Floquet modal description 

of the electromagnetic fields to couple the electric current density to the electric potential 

on the sub-domain basis functions which describe the radiating element. This chapter 

begins with a brief discussion of overall analysis approach in Section 3.1. The Method of 

Moments approach is introduced in Section 3.2. The radiating element is modeled with a 

set of bi-triangular patches described in Section 3.3. The description of the 

electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell is discussed in Section 3.4. Sections 3.5 and 3.6 

develop the calculation of the elements of the impedance matrix used in the MoM analysis. 

The source model and the filling of the impedance matrix are discussed in Section 3.7. 

The chapter concludes in Section 3.8 with a discussion of the approach used to calculate 

the antenna properties which are derived from the electric current density distribution 

found in Section 3.7. 

3.1 Overview of the Analysis Approach 

The analysis approach used here for the characterization of the arbitrarily shaped, 

planar printed radiating element is the Method of Moments [33]. The Method of Moments 

allows the integral or differential formulations used in electromagnetics to be replaced by a 

system of linear equations. This substitution simplifies the solution of the electromagnetic 
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system but requires that the structure be described by weighted sets of basis and testing 

functions. The coefficients of these linear equations, the coupling between the normalized 

basis and testing functions, are determined by finding the response of the unity testing 

functions to each of the unity basis functions. The resulting set of linear equations can 

then be solved for known weights of the testing functions to find the unknown basis 

function weights. In this analysis approach sub-domain basis functions are used to 

describe the electric current density on the radiating element while the testing functions are 

used to describe the electric potential across each of the sub-domain basis functions. The 

basis functions used here are in the form of bi-triangular patches of linearly varying electric 

current density. The testing functions are pulse integrals over the electric field tangential 

to each of the basis functions. The coupling between the basis and testing functions, the 

matrix of mutual and self-impedances of the sub-domain basis functions, is determined be 

satisfying Maxwell's equations for the electromagnetic fields caused by the unity basis 

functions. 

Floquet's theorem for periodic structures is used to allow the characteristics of the 

radiating element in the fully active infinite antenna array to be determined from the 

analysis of single rectangular cell of the array. The analysis cell is open above the 

radiating element and closed by a dielectric substrate backed by a ground plane beneath 

the radiating element. The electromagnetic fields in this analysis cell are defined in a 

Floquet series expansion. This expansion is essentially a Fourier expansion with the 

addition of a constant phase taper across the analysis cell equal to the phase taper required 

scan the main beam in the direction of desired beam scanning, (8,,¢,.). The fields at 

opposite Floquet side walls of the analysis cell have a relative phase of the interelement 

phase shift required for the beam scanning since any location in adjacent cells must have 

this phase shift. The fields are described by TE and TM“) Floquet modes where the (z) 
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superscript indicates that the modes is polarized transverse to the z-axis. These modes are 

traveling in the +z-direction in the air region above the radiating element and standing 

wave modes in the dielectric substrate below the radiating element. The Floquet modes 

are orthogonal in the analysis cell allowing the boundary conditions at the walls of the 

analysis cell and at the air/dielectric interface where the radiating element is printed to be 

enforced mode-wise. The boundary conditions can be used to define a coupling dyadic 

from the electromagnetic fields for each of the modes. This dyadic describes the coupling 

between each normalized electric current density basis function and each electric potential 

testing function in a mode-wise sense. 

The modal weights of each sub-domain basis function are then found in a manner 

similar to the determination of the weights of a Fourier series. These weights describe the 

whole domain electric current density basis function for each Floquet mode equivalent to 

the sub-domain electric current density basis function for that particular Floquet mode. 

The modal form of the electric potential testing functions are found by simply integrating 

the tangential fields over the each sub-domain basis function for each Floquet mode. The 

mutual and self-impedance matrix for the Method of Moments analysis can then be filled 

for a given Floquet mode from the inner products of the modal testing function with the 

coupling dyadic with the modal basis function. Because the Floquet modes are 

orthogonal, the impedance matrix contributions for each mode can be summed to find the 

full mutual and self-impedance matrix for the sub-domain basis functions. 

The system of linear equations developed from the Method of Moments analysis 

can be solved once the mutual and self-impedance matrix is known and the electric 

potential across each sub-domain element is specified. In this analysis the sub-domain 

element is defined as an infinitely thin sheet of perfect electric conductor so the element 
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voltage is zero except where a source is connected. The electric potential of sub-domain 

element containing sources is the source voltage. The system of linear equations is solved 

using an LU-decomposition for the weights of the sub-domain electric current density 

basis functions. The input impedance and power of the radiating element in the fully 

excited infinite array environment is then found from the electric current and potential at 

each source location. Finally, the radiation characteristics of the radiating element are 

found by integrating the propagating modes, Re{k,} > 0, over the analysis cell. 

3.2 The Method of Moments [33] 

Any electromagnetic system can be characterized by determining the electric 

current density distribution which is required to the satisfy boundary conditions including 

the effects of the impressed source. In principle, the problem can be approached by 

finding the magnetic vector potential, A(r), from 

A(r) = | GF?) -I(F)de’ (3.1) J 
where J(7’) is the electric current density distribution and G(r, F’) is the appropriate 

dyadic Green's function [34] for the piece-wise homogenous geometry under 

consideration. The vector magnetic potential, A(7), is then used to find the magnetic and 

electric field, H(r) and E(7r), from 

H(r) =V x A(r) 

Ei) = a(V x H(r) — F(P)) (3.2) 
= + (”A+V(V-4)) 

JWE 

where J (7) is the electric current density in the system and is zero except over the source 
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region, V. The boundary conditions are then enforced on the magnetic and electric fields, 

H(r) and E(7), to find the electric current density distribution, J(r’), over the source. 

Once the electric current density distribution is known, (3.1) and (3.2) may be used to 

determine the field characteristics of the system. The input characteristics of the system 

can be found from the relationship between the electric current density distribution, J(7’), 

at the source and the voltage impressed by the source as 

Veource 

Z source = Fe a 3.3 
JJ) dl! G3) 
l 

where I’ is the cross section of the source surface patch. 

The closed form approach to the solution of the electromagnetic system with a 

completely unknown electric current density distribution is generally not practical. The 

Method of Moments (MoM) is a numerical technique which replaces the analysis of the 

arbitrary electric current density distribution of (3.1) with a much more easily solved set of 

linear equations. In the MoM, the current density distribution is expressed as a weighted 

summation of known current distributions represented by a set of current density basis 

functions, j,,(~). The boundary conditions are either automatically enforced by the choice 

of the electromagnetic field expansion or are enforced in a sampled sense through the use 

of a set of testing functions, v,. The set of linear equations obtained by the MoM process 

can then be solved to obtain the current weights which represent the current density 

distribution. It is worth noting at this point that the Method of Moments is identical to the 

Method of Weighted Residuals commonly used in Engineering Mechanics when applied to 

differential equations. 

The electric current density distribution in this analysis is represented by a 

weighted sum of bi-triangular basis functions to be described in Section 3.3.1. The 
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boundary conditions of the magnetic and electric fields at the sides, top, and bottom of the 

analysis cell described in Section 3.4.1, are enforced automatically by the choice of 

Floquet field expansions described in Section 3.4.2. The boundary conditions of the 

magnetic and electric field at the dielectric/air interface in the analysis cell is enforced by 

the linking of the fields in the air and in the dielectric with the electric current density basis 

set as described in Section 3.5.2 and Section 3.5.3. Finally, the electric field boundary 

condition is forced to zero over the elements of the perfect electric conductor (PEC) 

electric current density basis set as described in Section 3.3.2. 

The field expansions used here replace the integral over the volume in (3.1) with a 

double infinite summation over the x- and y-directed Floquet modes in the analysis cell. 

The integrals over the basis and testing set elements may then be performed analytically 

instead of numerically. This approach results in a set of linear equations given by 

V=Zd (3.4) 

where V is the column vector of the source voltages impressed at center of each bi- 

triangular electric current density basis function, Z is the normalized impedance matrix 

which defines the coupling between the electric current density in each bi-triangular basis 

function and the voltage which results across each of the pulse testing functions, and J is 

the column vector of the weights of each of the bi-triangular electric current density basis 

functions. This set of linear equations is solved to determine the correct electric current 

density weights. 

3.3 Spatial Sub-Domain Element Description 

The metallization of the radiating element is modeled in this analysis by a weighted 

set of sub-domain basis functions. This approach to the radiating element model was 
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chosen to allow a radiating element with a totally unknown shape and electric current 

density distribution to be modeled without requiring changes to the analysis algorithm. 

The basis functions are described over the bi-triangular patch sub-element [35] shown in 

Figure 3.1. As shown, the n bi-triangular patch sub-domain element is defined by a 

shared edge, the line segment (9,1, ,,.), and two outside vertices, 9, and p,,. The bi- 

triangular patch sub-elements are modeled as infinitely thin perfect electric conductors 

lying on the air/dielectric interface in the analysis cell. The basis set for the MoM analysis 

is developed from the electric current density across the bi-triangular patch sub-domain 

elementdescribed in Section 3.3.1. The testing set for the MoM analysis is based on a 

relaxed electric field boundary condition at the PEC sheet which comprises the sub- 

domain element. This development is described in Section 3.3.2. 

3.3.1 The Sub-Domain Electric Current Density Basis Function 

The electric current density distribution for each of the sub-domain basis functions 

is defined over the bi-triangular patch sub-domain element of that function and zero 

elsewhere in the analysis cell. The electric current on the n“ sub-element flows radially 

from the vertex p,,3, increasing linearly in density with distance from this vertex, flows 

across the edge, and decreases linearly in density while flowing radially into the other 

outside vertex, p,,,. The electric current density inside the basis function over the 
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Figure 3.1. Geometry of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain basis function. 

triangle which contains 9, is given by 

  

> lPna — Pr =~ = 7 
J n- Fa — = a _ ~~ Rn Jn = Jn n—- 3.5a P= Bia — Bas) * Bra Pua)” Pes) Yn = Indu (P)G-98) 

and over the triangle which contains p,,, by 

  

> pH lPn2 — Pnil a OG 
Jn = 7 — = 2. —_— ™~ Kn, Jn = Jn n 3.5b 

tB)= = (Pai — Pna) X (no a)” Pra) Jne(P)} (3.56) 

where J,, is the weight of the electric current density at the joining edge of the n#* sub- 

domain element and 7 is the vector from the coordinate origin to a point in the n™ sub- 

domain element. The electric current density for the n“ electric current density function 

is zero over the analysis cell outside the bi-triangular basis function area. The direction 

and density of the electric current flowing on the n“ bi-triangular sub-domain element are 

shown in Figure 3.2. 

The dotted rooftop shape above the bi-triangular sub-domain element shows the 

electric current density from the basis function description of (3.5). The radially directed 

electric current flowing from and into the two external vertices of the bi-triangular sub- 

domain element, p,,3 and 7,4, is shown by the thin arrow lines connecting these external 

vertices to the joining edge, (f,,1, Pro), of the bi-triangular sub-domain element patch. 
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Figure 3.2. Geometry of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain basis function showing the 

density and direction of the electric current as defined by (3.5). The 

magnitude of the electric current density is shown by the dotted rooftop 

structure. The direction of the electric current is shown by the thin arrows. 
The uniform electric current flowing across the joining edge is shown 
by the heavy arrows. 

The heavier arrows on the joining edge of the bi-triangular sub-domain element patch 

show the direction and density of the electric current flowing across this edge, specifically 

the electric current density component normal to the joining edge. 

As shown in Figure 3.2, the electric current density description used for the sub- 

domain basis function set results in a constant electric current of density J,, flowing across 

the joining edge of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain element. This electric current flows 

perpendicular to the joining edge of the triangles. The total electric current density for the 

n*“ bi-triangular patch sub-domain element is given by 

—,._ f Jn—(p) over n- 

Ja) = 1 Toner ne e9) 
Substituting (3.5) into (3.6) and evaluating just off the joining edge in the half of the bi- 

triangular patch sub-domain element which contains 7,3 gives 

a Se _ (P — Dnz) 
n edge = Jn-(P) — Pre Pai In Z. Pri _ Pn3) x (Pro — Pn) 

(3.7a) 
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and in the half of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain element which contains 7,,, gives 

= a _ — (P — Pna) 
Jn = Jn = n “— n Jn ~ __ __ a —_ _ . 3.7b 

edge +) P ? p 2° \Pni — Pna) x (Pro ~ Pni) ( ) 

The vector to a point on the joining edge of the bi-triangular sub-domain element, 

(Pri»Pn2)> is given by 

p= (Pro — Pat) 8 +Pnt (3.8) 

where s is the distance along the joining edge from f,, to ~,5. Substituting (3.8) into 

(3.7a) and (3.7b) gives the current flowing across the joining edge in terms of the location 

along the joining edge as 

(Pro ~~ Pai) s+ Pri ~~ Pr3 
  

  

  

Jn-(8) = |Pno — Pail Jn = = 3.9a 
( P 2 7 2°\Pni — Pn3) x (Pro - Pri) ( ) 

and 

+ - = (Pna — Pn) $+ Prt — Pra 
Jn (s) = Pn — Pn | Jn ~ a a a _ . 3.9b (9) Tra = Prtl Ym 55 Bug) & Ba ~ Bot) 6) 

The current which is flowing across this edge can now be found from 

| _ 
Jn, (8 = ——_ 7: Pn — Pn x Jn(3s). 3.10 (s) Bo Zal (Pre — Prt) (s) (3.10) 

Substituting (3.9a) and (3.9b) into (3.10) gives 

—Z- (Py — Pn ) x (Pn — Pn )s Jn—_ (8) = —_< 2— 1 s* 2 1 _ 

z° (Dnt Pn3) x (Pro Pai) 

(3.11a) 
z° (Pno ~~ Pn1) x (Pat Pn3) J 

z° (Prt ~ Pn3) x (Pno ~ Pn) 

and 
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—2- (Pro ~~ Pri) x (Pro ~~ Pri) 3 
Ini, (8) = a = = = _ 

r ( ) ( z° (Dnt ~~ Pra) x (Pro ~~ Pni) 

, (Pro — Pn1) x (Prt =Pet 

&)
] 

&)
 

° (Prt ~~ Pna) x (Pro ~ Pni) 

The first terms in each of these equations, (3.11), can be removed because 

(Pro ~ Pi) x (Pro ~ Pn1) = 0. 

This simplification give the results 

  

— 2+ (Pao — Pn) X (ni — Pns) JI=-J 

  

Ins) = Sot Pas) X Pao Po) 
and 

Ins, (8) = — z Pro — Pat) x (Ont — Pra) J, = J, 

2+ (Par — Pna) X (Pna — Pn) 

since 

AxB= —BxA. 

(3.11b) 

(3.12) 

(3.13a) 

(3.13b) 

(3.14) 

So the current which crosses the joining edge of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain 

element is of uniform density J,,. 

3.3.2 The Sub-domain Electric Potential Testing Function 

The electric potential testing function for the MoM analysis is defined over each of 

the bi-triangular sub-domain basis functions as a pulse-weighted integral over the electric 

field between the centroids of each of the triangles. This pulse testing function is 

accomplished by integrating the electric field from the centroid of the triangle which 

contains p,3, located at €,, to the center of the joining edge, located at b,, to the 

centroid of the triangle which contains p,,, located at ¢,,. The electric potential testing 
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function for the n bi-triangular sub-domain element is shown in Figure 3.3. The vector 

from the cooridinate origin to the centroids of the triangular halves of the bi-triangular 

patch sub-domain element are found from basic plane geometry as 

Gy = Pai * Pro T Pas (3.15a) 
3 

and 

tn = Pro 1 Fae Pod (3.15b) 

The vector to the center of the joining edge of the two halves of the bi-triangular sub- 

domain element is given by 

Dn = Poy Poo (3.16) 

Using these definitions, the pulse weighted integral which defines the testing function on 

the nt“ sub-domain element is 

bn Cn+ 

Y= - / E(p) di; - / E(p) - diy 3.17) 

where E'(p) is the electric field in the analysis cell at the air/dielectric interface and J, and 

ly are the two portions of the integration path as shown in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3. Geometry of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain basis function showing 

the weight and integration path of the electric potential testing function 

defined by (3.21). The weighting of the electric field in the integral is 
shown by the dotted ridge the integration path shown by the solid line. 

3.4 Electromagnetic Field Description 

The electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell can be expanded in a weighted series 

of TE“) and TM“) Floquet modes where the (z) superscript indicates that the modes are 

transverse with respect to the z-axis. As will be discussed in Section 3.4.2, the Floquet 

expansion of the fields is derived from the ideal array material which was presented in 

Section 2.1.1. The expansion of the electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell in Floquet 

modes allows the effects of the full infinite array to be included in the analysis of a single 

cell of the array. 

The definition of the analysis cell geometry used in this work is described in 

Section 3.4.1. The definition of the beam scanning angle and the phase progression which 

is required across the analysis cell to generate an array beam at this angle are presented in 

this section. The Floquet expansion of the electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell is 

presented in Section 3.4.2. The field expansion is developed from the choice of potential 

function used to generate the mode description for the general case TE) and TM(?) 
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modes and the TEM") special case. Finally, the ability of this Floquet mode 

representation to properly represent the electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell will be 

discussed. 

3.4.1 The Floquet Analysis Cell 

The geometry of the Floquet analysis cell is shown in Figure 3.4. This analysis cell 

is defined to be a rectangular cell of dimension a in the x-direction and 6 in the y- 

direction. The analysis cell is bounded at the z= —d plane by a perfect electric 

conducting ground plane. The unbounded upper portion of the cell is treated as free space 

in the analysis. The coordinate origin is located on the air/dielectric interface at the center 

of the rectangular analysis cell. The dielectric slab of thickness d which lies on the ground 

plane has a relative permittivity of €, which may be complex to allow dielectric loss effects 

to be considered. The direction of the desired scanned array beam is determined as shown 

in Figure 3.4. This direction is specified by the angle from the + z-axis, 8,, and the angle 

from the + x-axis toward the + y-axis generated by the projection of the scan direction 

to the ry-plane, do. 

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, an interelement phase shift of 

=k, ssin0, (3.18) 

where k, is the free-space wavenumber and s is the interelement spacing of the linear 

array is required for a linear array to generate a beam in the @, direction. This result can 
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directionof 
scanned beam .” 

      
Figure 3.4. Floquet Analysis cell geometry showing the coordinate system 

and the definition of the angles for a scanned beam. 

be expanded for a planar array to 

®, = k, 3, sin@, cos b, (3.19a) 

in the x-direction and 

$, = k, sy sin 9, Sin Po (3.19b) 

in the y-direction where s, and s, are the interelement spacings in the z- and y-directions. 

This interelement phase shift is the basis for the Floquet mode expansion of the 

electromagnetic fields. The phase shifts given by (3.19) are the boundary conditions 

required for the side walls of the analysis cell to ensure the phase shift between adjacent 
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point elements in the ideal array is identical to the phase shift between the identical points 

in any two adjacent cells for the full infinite array analysis. 

Expressing (3.19) in vector wavenumber form as 

Kp = Eka) + Pky = Ekpsin Oo cos bo + Pkosin 9, sin Po (3.20) 

gives the required transverse wavenumber for the base mode in the Floquet analysis cell 

[1]. Unless grating lobes are present in real space, only this base mode is used in the case 

of an ideal array where the effects of coupling between the elements are ignored. The use 

of the full Floquet expansion of the electromagnetic fields in the cell leads to a mode 

structure which is similar to a Fourier expansion. The p-directed wavenumbers for the 

Floquet expansion are given by 

— ; 2 ~ , . 2 
kon = 2 (hy sin 6, COS dg + oP + i(k sin 6, sing, + ), (3.21) 

where Kop is the wavenumber in the plane of the array face for the pg“* mode, which is 

analogous to a two-dimensional Fourier expansion with added phase progression terms. It 

is also interesting to note that the form of the Floquet expansion is similar to the standard 

TE and TM modes in rectangular waveguide but contains only the modes which would be 

the TEo, 2, and TMe, 2, modes in the rectangular waveguide structure. This difference is 

required by the presence of side walls which require a constant phase shift plus an integer 

number of full-wave progressions between the side walls rather than conducting side walls 

which require only half-wave progressions to establish the required electric field nulls. 

The full wavenumber for each mode also requires a z-component. This 

component of the wavenumber is determined from the relationship 

[ke + Re +2 =k. (3.22) 
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For the air region of the analysis cell above the air/dielectric interface, the z-directed 

wavenumber for the pg“ mode is 

kW) = 4/2 — kip, + Bop (3.23) 

where the ( + ) superscript indicates the air region. The full vector wavenumber in the air 

region is then 

r+) _ > King = Fog +H. (3.24) 

Similarly, for the dielectric region of the analysis cell, the z-directed wavenumber for the 

pg" mode is 

RO =,/e,k2 —k 
Pq 

oO Ppq * Kp (3.25) 

where the (d) superscript indicates the dielectric region and ¢, is the relative permittivity 

of the dielectric. The full vector wavenumber for the dielectric region is 

7p) _; > Keg = Fog + OD. (3.26) 

It is important to note that the vector wavenumbers in the air and dielectric regions are 

identical except for the z-component. This relationship is critical to the satisfaction of the 

tangential electric field boundary condition presented in Section 3.6. 

3.4.2 The Modal Field Description 

The TE), TM), and TEM“) mode electromagnetic fields in the Floquet analysis 

cell are derived from potential functions which satisfy the requirements discussed in the 

previous section. These potential functions must also satisfy the boundary conditions at 

the other two boundaries of the cell: the PEC ground plane at z = — d and bounded



fields at z = + 00. The potential functions are developed separately for the two distinct 

regions in the analysis cell, air and dielectric. The air region of the analysis cell requires 

three potential function forms: one for the TE and TM modes and two for the 

TEM) modes, which are developed as special cases of the TM) modes here. The field 

expansion in the dielectric region of the analysis cell is more complicated because of the 

presence of the PEC ground plane. The dielectric region requires a separate potential 

function for the TE) and for the TM‘) modes as well as another pair of potential 

function for the TEM”) modes. 

The TE”) and TM) potential function form for the air filled region above the 

air/dielectric interface is 

(PEL TM+) — gothpy t (3.27) 

where 7 is a position vector for any location in the air region of the Floquet analysis cell. 

The TM‘) modes can now be found from 

AIM) = x BW (F) (3.28a) 

for the magnetic field and 

am 1 o atmo | yyy xeu (3.28b) 
Pa jWe Pa jWE Pa 

for the electric field. Substituting (3.27) into (3.28) gives the magnetic and electric fields 

for the pg! TM“) mode in the air region as 

_ (+) 

Figg) = — (ky B — ke, De (3.29) 
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and 

g(TM+) _ a [R(2) (ke, 2 + ky, 7) + Ca _ 2 )3| eo Fn F (3.29b) 
Pq we ° 

The TE®) modes are found from 

erF) = —V x BV yy (3.30a) 

for the electric field and 

ty, ama es ty xy xy (3.30b) mS ja Gap " 

for the magnetic field. Substituting (3.27) into (3.30) gives the electric and magnetic 

fields for the pg!" TE) mode in the air region as 

— — . a “~ —_— EH) en) F) = i (ky, E — kz, 9) (3.31a) 

and 

prey) Fou Let (Kee, B + ky, 9) + (K{Y” — 2) 2] en (3.31b) 

The TEM) modes in the air region require two potential functions in order to 

account for the two components of the TEM) field. These potential functions are chosen 

to provide two TEM“) modes which are orthogonal. The potential functions are given by 

yiTEM:+) — ge Jhoz (3.32a) 

for the x-directed TEM) electric field component and 
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YPM) = ye dh? (3.32b) 

for the y-directed TEM) electric field component. The magnetic and electric fields 

which result from these potential functions are found by substituting (3.32) into (3.28) 

using a magnetic vector potential form. This substitution gives 

AM) = — Je Io? (3.33a) 

and 

giTEMet) — Boge ites 3.33b) 
Pq WE, 

for the x-directed electric field mode and 

Ay WY) — Be thee (3.34a) 

and 

g(TEM,+) _ —_“e Ko q-ihoz (3.34b) 
Pq WE, 

for the y-directed electric field mode. 

The dielectric filled region below the air/dielectric interface requires two different 

potential functions for the TE“) and TM’) modes. Each of these two potential functions 

must be chosen to force the tangential electric field to zero at the z = — d PEC ground 

plane. The potential function for the TM) modes in the dielectric is 

WITMd) — etm Poos[k (2 + d)]. (3.35) 
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Substituting (3.35) into (3.28) gives the TM) mode magnetic and electric fields in the 

dielectric region as 

~(TMd . re!) — i(k 
z(d) _ 

yy. & — kez, 9) e Ikra Pos [ki (z+ d)| (3.36a) 

and 

1 . 
ered) = Foes, si (k., £ + ky, 9) sin [ki (z+d)|+ 

a. (3.36b) 
(c,k — Ko Jcos[z{ (2 +d)|2| eM ? 

z 

which satisfies the requirement of zero tangential electric field at the ground plane since 

sin [xs (z+d)]| 7a 0 (3.37) 

The potential function for the TE) modes in the dielectric is 

ye Ped) = ¢ Ftn Pein [xs (2+ d)]. (3.38) 

Substituting (3.38) into (3.30) gives the TE) mode electric and magnetic fields in the 

dielectric region as 

  

ETP) = 5 (ly — he, 9) & Hm Pin [RO (2 + €)] (3.39a) 

and 

—(TEd) 1 (d a ~ d 
Rog ~ JWLo | 7 gk (ke, z+ ky, g) cos [ai (2 + d)| +r 

(3.39b) 

(ck? - K{”) sin[k® (2 + ale en P 
PY Pq 

This choice for the TE‘) modes also satisfies the tangential electric field boundary 

condition at the PEC ground plane. 
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The TEM) modes in the dielectric filled region require two potential functions as 

did the TEM’) modes in the air region. Again, the two potential functions are chosen to 

account for the two x- and y-directed components of the TEM") electromagnetic fields 

based on a magnetic vector potential form. The potential functions chosen for the TEM) 

modes in the dielectric region must additionally enforce the boundary condition of zero 

tangential electric field at the PEC ground plane at z = —d. The potential functions for 

the TEM”) modes in the dielectric are 

YTEM:4) — x cos[./e, ko(z + d)| (3.40a) 

for the x-directed TEM) electric field component and 

(TEM, 4) — ycos|./e, ko (z + d)| (3.40b) 

for the y-directed TEM“) electric field component. The magnetic and electric fields 

which result from these potential functions are found by substituting (3.40) into (3.28). 

This substitution gives 

Ay = —¥cos|,/e,ko(z+d)| (3.41a) 

and 

—k =(TEM,;d) _ on. Cra = joe Je Z sin|,/e, ko(z + d)| (3.41b) 

for the x-directed electric field TEM‘) mode in the dielectric and 

aw) = # cos|, /€, ko(z + d)| (3.42a) 

and 
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e(TEM,4) = a Fo gsin|./e, ko(z + d)| (3.42b) Jweo/& 

for the y-directed electric field TEM) mode in the dielectric. As for the TE®) and TM®) 

modes in the dielectric, these choices for the TEM) mode fields in the dielectric region 

satisfy the zero tangential electric field boundary condition at the PEC ground plane 

because of the sin [, /é, ko(z + d)| term in both of the electric field expressions. 

The complete description of the electromagnetic fields in each region of the 

Floquet analysis cell is a weighted sum of the TE) and TM) mode fields in that region. 

The TEM) mode fields represent special cases of the TM‘) modes and are substituted 

for the general mode field description if the mode is TEM. The electric field described by 

the weighted sum of modes for the air region of the analysis cell is 

CO co 

B= So SS (APATHY 4 BOBTED) (3.43a) 
Pp=—0o q=—00 

where AS!) and B‘:) are the weights of the TM) and TE) modes in the air region of 

the Floquet analysis cell. Similarly, the magnetic field in the air region of the analysis cell 

is given by 

—-(+) — —(TM+ +(TE H@)= > YO (APA + BPR), (3.43b) 
p=—00 g=—0o 

The electric and magnetic fields in the dielectric region of the analysis cell are given by 

(4), co co _ _ 

Bp) = So So (A@DATMD 4. BADSTEA)) (3.44a) 
P=—00 g=—00 

and 
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oo CO 

=-(d4) =(TMd —(TEd) Hp) = Yo >> (AGn + BOR) (3.44b) 
p=—co gq=-co 

where A and Bw are the mode weights for the TM“) and TE”) modes in the dielectric 

region of the Floquet analysis cell. 

The ability of a Floquet series of TE“) and TM) modes to describe the 

electromagnetic fields in the analysis cell is based on two distinct principles. First, the 

Floquet series must converge over the region of the analysis cell as the number of modes 

included in the series approaches infinity. This property of the Floquet sequence will not 

be discussed except to note that the Floquet series is based on the Fourier series which is 

well known to be suitably convergent [12]. The only difference between these two series 

is the inclusion of a fixed phase taper in the Floquet series which is not usually included in 

the Fourier series. Second, the TE and TM) modes chosen must be able to represent 

the arbitrary electromagnetic field of the pq mode of the Floquet series. This requirement 

is more central to the discussion and will be demonstrated. 

An arbitrary electromagnetic field in three dimensions has only two independent 

components because all electromagnetic fields must satisfy Gauss' Law, 

V-«F=pe (3.45) 

where pe is the electric charge density. The existence of only two independent 

components of an arbitrary electromagnetic field allows the field to be represented by any 

combination of two independent electromagnetic fields which are valid over the region in 

which the arbitrary field exists. The ability of TE“) and TM) Floquet modes to describe 

an arbitrary Floquet mode electromagnetic field can be demonstrated by showing that the 

TE) Floquet mode is independent of the TM) Floquet mode. The independence of the 
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TE”) and TM) Floquet modes can be shown by considering the inner products of the 

electric and magnetic fields of the TE) and TM Floquet modes [36]. 

The inner product of the electromagnetic fields of the TE and TM‘) modes in 

the Floquet analysis cell for the electric fields is given by 

/ / ETM) . STE)" ds (3.46a) 

and for the magnetic fields by 

fr aa 5.465 
where the integration is performed over any ry-plane in the analysis cell. Substituting 

(3.28b) and (3.30a) into (3.46a) to find the electric field inner product, 

* 1 
f few ETE) "ds = Ie xVx 2, -(—~—Vx2W,)*ds (3.47) 

which can be modified to 

[ fen TE)" ds = =f fv xEx VU.) (2x VU,)*ds (3.48) 
JWwe 

by using the vector identity 

V x (uA) =uV x A- Ax Vu. (3.49) 

Using the vector identity 

V x (Ax B) = (B-V)A-B(V-A)-(A-V)B+A(V-B), (3.50) 

equation (3.48) can be rewritten as 

| fen .g(TE)* dg — =f ve. -V)Z-V¥U.(V -2) 

(3.51) 
—(2-V)VU, +2(V - vu.)| (2 x VW,)*ds 
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or 

/ / (TM) , (TE)*g 

since 

as= — | [vs a, Ua (2x V¥n)"ds 
JWE 

All Floquet modes have potential functions of the form 

W = @ Fem? f(z) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

for the pq'* mode where kp, = £(k, sin, cos do + *rP) + 9 (kp sin 0, sino + a) is 

the transverse wavenumber required for the mode to be a valid Floquet mode [1]. Setting 

and 

U, =e Hen? f(z) 

U, = e Fes? g(z) 

and substituting (3.55) and (3.56) into (3.52) gives 

a(TM) . (TE)* gg — + Oo KP [fore 00 | fede rmone 
(2 x Velkns Pg “e) ds 

After evaluation, (3.57) simplifies to 

. fe) 
/ / ATM). g(TE)* gy — 

which reduces to 

ELE f flint a) PK, « (2 X Kp,,) ds 
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(3.56) 
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/ / éTM) . TE)" ds = 0. (3.59) 

This zero property is easily seen when the TE“) and TM“) Floquet modes have the same 

transverse wavenumber because Ko -Zx k,, =0. When the TE”) and TM®) Floquet 

modes have different transverse wavenumbers the equality is true because the integral of 

ej(Fors—ona)P over the analysis cell is identically zero. 

These results show that the TE) and TM\2) Floquet modes are orthogonal and 

therefore independent regardless of the selection of pq and rs. This analysis may be 

repeated for the magnetic fields and the TEM®) modes as well but it is not necessary due 

to duality and the special case nature of the TEM) mode fields. Thus, the TE and 

TM) Floquet modes constitute two independent electromagnetic fields and can therefore 

represent any arbitrary Floquet mode electromagnetic field in the analysis cell. 

The orthogonality of the full pg“*and rs“* Floquet modes can be further 

demonstrated by considering the inner product of the electric fields of these two modes. 

Substituting the pg" and rs‘“ Floquet mode electric fields given by (3.28b) and (3.30b) 

into a modified form of (3.46a) gives 

| fen-eas= [ [| (Lv xv x20.) +(-V x2%.,)). 

(Lv x Vx 2, +(-Vx 2u,,.) ds. 
JWE 

(3.60) 

As shown above, these field will have dependencies over the integration surface of 

exponential terms of the form e~/*em’? for the pg*# Floquet mode and e/*s? for the rst# 

Floquet mode. Expanding the inner product will then result in four integrals of the form 

/ / e ema? Ikons P dg (3.61)



Or 

/ / @ Feo? gH EE +I) P ging Pgh PE +9) Pg (3.62) 

after expanding the wavenumbers into the base and modal components from (3.21), which 

will simplify to 

| / oP +9) Dail +9%) gy (3.63) 

As before, the integration over the analysis cell forces all four of the integrals on the right- 

hand side of (3.60) to zero when p# r org #8. These results suggest that the Floquet 

modes provide a complete orthogonal basis for the electromagnetic fields in the analysis 

cell. 

3.5 Development of the Coupling Dyadic 

The coupling dyadic defines the coupling between the electric current density at 

the air/dielectric interface and the tangential electric field at the air/dielectric interface. 

The coupling between these quantities is used to fill the elements of the impedance matrix 

described in Section 3.2. The coupling dyadic has the form 

Cex Cry 
= 3.64 

Cyz Cyy ( ) 

Al
l 

where the coefficient C',, is the coupling between the x-directed electric current density 

and the y-directed electric field. The coupling dyadic found tn this section is multiplied by 

the modal description of the sub-domain element described in Section 3.6 to fill the 

impedance matrix elements. 
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The choice of field expansion made in Section 3.4.2 automatically satisfies the 

boundary conditions imposed at all of the edges of the analysis cell by the analysis cell 

geometry. The Floquet mode expansion inherently contains the k, transverse 

wavenumber which is required to satisfy the phase shift boundary condition at the side 

walls of the analysis cell. The potential functions chosen for the air region of the analysis 

cell ensure that the fields are bounded at z = oo. Finally, the potential functions chosen 

for the dielectric region enforce the boundary condition of zero tangential electric field at 

the ground plane. 

There are two boundary conditions which must still be satisfied to couple the 

Floquet modes in the two regions of the analysis cell. First, the electric field must be 

continuous at the air/dielectric interface. This continuity of the electric field is required 

over the entire plane of the interface including the regions which are covered by the PEC 

metallization which represents the radiating element. The tangential electric field must 

additionally be zero over the region which is covered by the metallization. Second, the 

magnetic field must be discontinuous by the electric current density at the air/dielectric 

interface. These two boundary conditions will be used to determine the coupling between 

the modes in the two regions of the analysis cell and between the modes and the electric 

current density distribution used to specify the radiating element. 

3.5.1 Continuity of Electric Field at the Air/Dielectric Interface 

The electric field boundary condition at the air/dielectric interface requires that 

=0 (3.65) 4s (+) -— (4) -— 2x (Ep) -E°@)) _ 
  

where BE”? (p) is the total electric field at the upper surface of the air/dielectric interface 
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given by (3.43a) and Eo? (p) is the total electric field at the lower surface of the 

air/dielectric interface given by (3.44a). This boundary condition can be satisfied in a 

mode-wise sense due to the orthogonality between Floquet modes as discussed in Section 

3.4.2. 

Substituting (3.29b) and (3.36b) into (3.65) to satisfy the electric field boundary 

condition for the pq‘ TM‘) mode gives 

  
— Att) a(t) — 

2x | ; [a+ (ke, @ + ky, 9) + (HL - 2) 3| en Thng F _ 
Ww o 

  

  

  

A® oy oy rea 
jWeé, jr (kz, & + ky, 9) sin Ee +d)]+ 

(€,k2 — K”) COS [KS (z+ ale ike , =0 

2 

which simplifies to 

A) _ - 

JWE [He (hy rt — kz, 9) ]e 8 pq P 4 

jweg€, |” 7” ( yg & 9) sin( ) 0 

or 

— dk yd 
KW) AL) ( ky, — kz, 9) = An (ky, r= kz, ) sin (Ko) d) 

The exponential terms cancel because 

EY .5= R.5 
King "P= Koa : p. 

For either component of (3.68) the electric field boundary condition results in 
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(3.67) 

(3.68) 

(3.69)



_ fd 

RAG) = Ze AO sin (Kd) (3.70) 
Tr 

or 

Ett) 
A) — —Jerhem 44) = ——_ 41 —__ Ar" (3.71) 

m Ki? sin (KI? d) nm 

Substituting (3.31a) and (3.39a) with the appropriate Floquet mode weights into (3.65) to 

satisfy the electric field boundary condition for the pg“ TE) mode gives 

  

  

z x jBY (ky, t= kz, 9) enn? — 

(3.72) 
jBO (ky, B — kee, G)e Fe Psin [kl (z+d)]|| =0 

z=0 

which reduces to 

JB) (ke, B+ky, 9) — JBiG (ke, F + ky, 9) sin(kd) = 0, (3.73) 

requiring that 

(+) 

BY = Fn (3.74) 
sin( x22) 

Finally, substituting (3.33a) and (3.41a) into (3.65) to satisfy the electric field boundary 

condition for the x-directed electric field TEM) mode gives 

~ (+) _ ko. —jko z 

o 

(3.75) 

= 0 

z=0 

™ ko a | \ 
1 rsin[e,k,(z + d)] 

Jweoy/er 

  

  

which reduces to 
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(+) 

A) ive Are (3.76) 
TEM ~ sin(, /€, ko sin(,/€, kod) | 

This results is also applicable to the y-directed electric field TEM‘) mode because these 

two modes have exactly the same form. Applying (3.65) to the y-directed electric field 

TEM“) mode results in 

d j IV & PTEM Bou BO = (3.77) 
sin(,/€, kod) d)- 

3.5.2 Continuity of Magnetic Field at the Air/Dielectric Interface 

The magnetic field boundary condition at the air/dielectric interface requires that 

the total magnetic fields in the two regions of the analysis cell be discontinuous by the 

electric current density at the air/dielectric interface. This boundary condition is expressed 

as 

J(B) (3.78) 2x (Hp) -H#@)) 
  

where J(p) is the current density distribution at the air/dielectric interface. This magnetic 

field boundary condition defines the coupling between the weighted set of electric current 

density basis functions which model the radiating element and the electromagnetic fields in 

the analysis cell. 

A modal description of the electric current density distribution is needed in order 

to solve (3.78) in a mode-wise sense. This modal description of the electric current 

density is obtained by computing the pg“ Floquet mode coefficient for the electric current 

density distribution. This mode coefficient is found from 
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J nq = 4 / [ro keen? dardy (3.79) 

I=—9 y=-§ 

which differs from a two-dimensional Fourier series coefficient only by the k,, constant 

phase term in Kops: The Floquet mode coefficient for the electric current density 

distribution is developed in Section 3.5.3. 

The spatially defined electric current density distribution in (3.78) can now be 

replace by the double summation over the modal expression for the electric current 

density. After this substitution, (3.78) becomes 

-> s J pq Te? (3.80) 
p=—-C gq=—-c   

2x (Hp) - H® @))| 

which can be solved in a mode-wise sense. Restricting (3.80) to the single pg** mode and 

substituting the expressions for the magnetic fields, (3.29a), (3.31b), (3.36a), and (3.39b) 

into (3.80) gives 

~ Be 

jw 
ad) 

— jAy (d) (ky, &— ke, 9) em Pos [kd (z+ d)| — (3.81) 

BY 

~ ~ 2 ~)_E# 
Ft [aft (kz, + ky, 9) + (x) — k2) 3| ef on? — 

ae| — jk (kz, £ + ky, 9) cos xi?) (z+d)] + 

(ck? — wd”) sin [6 (2 + ala eter] = Fyy. 

  

  z= 

Equation (3.81) simplifies to 
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Bx | — GARD (ky, F — kz, 9) + 

  

_ BO) . _ 9 . 

Fae [BE Oey +) + (BED — Be) 2] - 
- 5A19 (by, 2 ~ hs, D)oos(Hd) — 3.82) 
Bo 

Pq AO (E 9 (d) Foun GK (Kx, B + ky, G)cos(ks?d) + 

2\. A => (ck? — Kd) sina] = Tyg. 

Separating (3.82) into x- and y-components gives 

(+) (+) 
— jk, AS? Kim Ky, Boa 

ike, BY eee 
d d Zpq YY, d jkr, Aig) cos(k\2d) — lg 208 (Ren 2) = Ja, 

for the x-components and 

(+) (+) 
— jk,, AS) — Kin Fey Bog 4 

m Je @, 2) (3.83b) 
ks? ke, Boa 

gky, AQ cos (kd) + cos(k{?)d) = Joa, 
Who 

for the y-components. Collecting the terms of (3.83) to determine the coupling between 

the pg mode current density and the TM?) and TE?) magnetic fields gives 

i (ke, Ia. + ky, J pay) _ TK - J pq 

k2 + ke? ik? + ke? 
Ip q Zp Yq 

  AG) — AD cos(kd) = (3.84a) 

for the TM?) modes and 
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  — p(t) B+) _ 2.) B@ (a) 7) _ “He (ey Jpas — Kappa ) jkY BAY — RO BY cos(ki0d) = @ EE po PY 

— Woz X Kon, J pq 

k2 + ke 
P Yq 

  

for the TE) modes. 

(3.84b) 

These results for the coupling between the Floquet mode current density and the 

magnetic fields of the pg“ mode can be simplified by substituting the coupling results of 

the electric field boundary condition at the air/dielectric interface into (3.84). This 

substitution will define the magnetic fields of the pg!“ mode in terms of the pg mode 

electric current density using only the the magnetic field in the air region of the analysis 

cell. Substituting (3.71) into (3.84a) gives 

. (+) as > 
4€-kez IK po * J pq Ait) — —' __ A cos (kid) — - Pm "a 

N Qsin(Ra) ke, + 

which simplifies to 

ACH 4 jerken («(4) FR * Inq — ——— 1 —cos(k} = — 1 _— 
m {sin (x04) " ke, + ky, 

or 

(4) .° (d) - = wo jk sin( Ki a) Ep, «Tg 
  

a KS sin (Ki a) — jek cos (Kia) kz, + ky, 

for the TM) modes. Substituting (3.74) into (3.84a) gives 

(+) 7 
  
— Whip? Xk, - J 

— 7k) BSD — Ko) —F#_cos(iea) -_—" eo 
sin (Ki? a) kz, + ky, 
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(3.86) 

(3.87) 

(3.88)



which simplifies to 

Bt) — wyosin (ki ° a) 3x Ko - J oq 

" 5k sin( aa) + Ki?) cos( x2 a) kz, + ki, 
  (3.89) 

for the TE? modes. 

The coupling between the TEM’) Floquet mode electric current density and the 

TEM“) Floquet mode magnetic fields must still be determined. Restricting (3.80) to the 

TEM) Floquet mode and substituting the expressions for the TEM‘) Floquet mode 

magnetic fields, (3.33a), (3.34a), (3.41a), and (3.42a) into (3.80) gives 

—~ GA + eBoy + (3.90) 

GAp hy cos(/e- kod) — BBY py 00s /e, kod)| = Jrem 

or 

#Arem + 9Brem —2 Arp cos (1/€; ke d) - Brgy cos(/€; ko d) =Jrem, (3.91) 

which has a much simpler structure than (3.82) since each mode coefficient is associated 

with only one component of the TEM‘? Floquet mode magnetic field. The coupling 

between the TEM‘) Floquet mode magnetic field coefficients and the TEM) Floquet 

mode electric current density vector components is given by 

Ayou — Ash c0s(y/€r kod) = Jremz (3.92) 
Brom ~ B Bremcos(y ér kd) = Jrem,. 

Including the results of the electric field boundary condition by substituting (3.76) and 

(3.77) into (3.92) gives 
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AW 
(+) Se Artem TEM Vt ** cos(./é; ko d) = 

  

Artem — sin(,/é- kod) ITEM: 

ie, (3.93) 

Brem — sin(/é od sin(, Jerk,d) OV & fe od) = JreM,. 

which simplify to 

Aram = sin Ver od) JTEM 
sin(\/€, kod) — 5,/€, cos(./€, kod) * (3.94) 

Be. — sin(,/€, kod) 

TEM ~ sin ( €, kod) — 5,/€, cos(,/€, kod) JreM,. 

It is interesting to observe that (3.94) are simple special cases of (3.87) as might be 

expected. 

The coupling defined by (3.87) and (3.89) between the pq“ Floquet mode electric 

2) and TE‘) Floquet modemagnetic fields contains two current density and the TMgg 

possible singularities. These singularities occur in the TM?) Floquet mode when 

k{) sin (kid) — je-kS* cos(kid) = 0 (3.95) 

and in the TE z) Floquet mode when 

; ; d d d jk sin (kd) + k) cos(k{?d) = 0. (3.96) 

These singularities indicate the presence of a surface wave mode which is propagating in 

the dielectric region transverse to the z-axis and evanescent in the air region. The possible 

presence of surface waves in the electromagnetic model for the coupling between the 

electric current density and magnetic fields is an undesirable but expected modeling result 

because surface waves are known to propagate in dielectric slabs. This aspect of the 

performance of planar antenna array radiating elements printed on dielectric support 

structures will be discussed in Section 4.2. The inclusion of a realistic loss tangent in the 
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relative permittivity of the dielectric support is sufficient to assure that the numerical 

model is well defined where the surface wave occurs by avoiding these singular points. 

3.5.3 Completion of the Coupling Dyadic 

The computation of the coupling between the electric current density and the 

tangential electric field at the air/dielectric interface can be completed by substituting the 

results from enforcing the electric and magnetic field continuity conditions at the 

air/dielectric interface given by (3.65) and (3.78) into the electric field boundary 

description of (3.17). This substitution will complete the coupling dyadic and, with the 

modal description of the sub-domain elements, allows the calculation of the impedance 

matrix discussed in Section 3.2. Only the amplitude of the tangential electric field need be 

included in the coupling dyadic because the modal evaluation of the electric potential 

testing function will account for the integration of the tangetial electric field over the 

electric potential testing function. There are two distinct cases for the coupling dyadic 

which must be calculated: the general case for k,,, # Oand the TEM) special case of 

Ko, = 0. 

For the non-TEM") general case, the coupling dyadic is found by substituting 

(3.87) and (3.89) into the electric field form in the air region of the analysis cell described 

by (3.43a) and selecting the tangential components of the pg mode of the result. Using 

the expressions for the modal electric fields for the pg‘ Floquet mode in the air region of 

the analysis cell, (3.29b) and (3.31a), the amplitude of the electric field in the air region of 

the analysis cell is given by 
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mH) _ ywWotiwiy, sip 9 +)* _ 42) Eu = An Te [kL (ee, 2 + ky, 9) + (ALY) _ k2)3| + 

BY j(ky, B — ke, 9) 

(3.97) 

for the pg‘ Floquet mode. Thus, the amplitude of the tangential electric field at the 

air/dielectric interface as defined by (3.97) is 

— —1 EY) = Aw 76, BA (hep B+ yD) +B I(hyF—he,H) (3.98) 
z=0 oO 

where ASS ) is defined in (3.87) and Bo ) is defined in (3.89). The coupling dyadic can 

now be found by separating (3.98) into the x- and y-directed components of the electric 

field. This separation gives 

(+) —1 , EE, | = (AQ Wk, + Bo) ik, (3.99a) 
  z=0 

for the x-directed electric field amplitude and 

alt) Ena, 
  

—1 
7 (AD ey — BY) ik, (3.99b) 

for the y-directed electric field amplitude. The C,, and C,, terms of the coupling dyadic 

given by (3.64) will be found from (3.99a) and the C,, and C,, terms from (3.99b). 

Substituting (3.87) and (3.89) into (3.99) for the z-directed electric field 

amplitude at the air/dielectric interface gives 

ate — ke, kD KD sin (Ki a) 5 J 

loco weo (ke, + h2) |KO sin( kid) — jerkSPoos(Aa)] “™ ™ 

Jy eo}4osin( {a d) axk. 7 
“2x ‘ 

(12, +42) [jh Psin(MPa) +a Peos(Aa)| 

  

(3.100a) 

  

and for the y-directed electric field amplitude at the air/dielectric interface gives 
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— ky, Kt ) Kh? sin (x2 a) 
  

  

  

  

EM) = - 3 5 Koy J pq — 
0 wey (k2, + kB) [A sin( Hd) — je- SP cos( md) | 

mo” (3.100b) 
jkz,WpoSin (2 d) — = 

7 5 5 2X kos Jpg. 
(12, + 2) | jmi? sin( Kd) + KP cos( kia) 

It is useful to define TM) and TE) coefficients as 

KL Ki? sin( Ki a) 
Crm = d d (3.101a) 

wee (2, + #2) [MO sin( Kd) — je,bSP cos (Hd) 

and 

, __ (1 (d) 
wp sin| kz,/d 

Cre = ( = (3.101b) 
(12, + #2) | jmSP sin(Kd) + KP cos( Kia) | 

to simplify the electric field amplitudes for the x-directed electric field amplitude at the 

air/dielectric interface to 

= (— k,,Crukp,, + ky,Crez x kp,,) + Inq (3.102a) 
  

and for the y-directed electric field amplitude at the air/dielectric interface to 

EW) = ( — ky,Crm Kp,, — k,, Cr Ez x kp.) » Jog. (3.102b) 
z=0   

Performing the cross-multiplication in (3.102) and expanding the terms in the 

parentheses gives 

  
= [-2(k, Cru + ki,Cre) + Gke,ky,(Cre —Crm)|-Jpq (3.103a) 

for the x-directed electric field amplitude at the air/dielectric interface and 
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EW) = [@k.,ky,(Cre — Cru) —9(ky,Crm +k2,Cre)]-Jpq — (3.103b) 
z—0 

for the y-directed electric field amplitude at the air/dielectric interface. The terms of the 

coupling dyadic are clearly visible in (3.103) as the two terms of each of the electric field 

component amplitudes prior to the dot multiplication with the modal electric current 

density. The four terms in the coupling dyadic for the non-TEM™) general case are 

Cr = (ki.Crm + ki Cre) 

Cry = kz, ky, (Cre — Crm) 

Cyz = Cry 

Cyy = (ki, Crm + kz,Cre) 

(3.104) 

where C'ry and Crz are given by (3.101). 

For the TEM() special case, the coupling dyadic is found by substituting (3.94) 

into the amplitude of the total electric field in the air region of the analysis cell described 

by (3.43a) and selecting the tangential components of the TEM) mode of the result. 

Using the expressions for the modal electric fields for the TEM) Floquet mode in the air 

region of the analysis cell, (3.33b) and (3.34b), the amplitude of the the TEM) Floquet 

mode electric field in the air region of the analysis cell is given by 

lt) +) — hon —jhez +) chon —jkez 
ETEM = Arm —.2e ik + Breu ve Jk. . (3.105) 

The amplitude of the tangential electric field at the air/dielectric interface as defined by 

(3.105) is 

    (+) +) thon, p(t) =o 
ErEM = Ay om wee + Brou 

z—0 o oO 

(3.106) 

where AW m and BY mu are defined in (3.94). Substituting (3.94) into (3.106) gives 
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A _ — ksin(,/€, kod) Inu, 4 

TEM s0 WE [sin(/e- kod) — 5,/€, cos(,/€, kod) | TEMs 

— ksin(./€, kod) Jane @ 

wee [sin(\/é kod) — j,/€-c0s(,/e, kod) | 7 M* 

  

(3.107) 
  

The elements of the coupling dyadic for the TEM) Floquet mode can now be written as 

  

Crz = Crem 
Cry = 0 
C= Cx (3.108) 

Cy, = Crem 

where 

— ksin(,/€r kod) (3.109) 
Crem = we, [sin(,/€, kod) — j,/€, cos(,/€, kod) | 

3.6 Modal Sub-domain Element Description 

The dyadic which defines the coupling between the modal descriptions of the 

electric current basis functions and the electric potential testing functions was defined in 

Section 3.5. The modal descriptions of the bi-triangular patch sub-elements must still be 

obtained for the electric current density basis function and the electric potential testing 

function. The modal description of the electric current density basis function is found in a 

manner which is similar to the determination of the mode coefficients of a Fourier series. 

In a similar manner, the modal description of the electric potential testing function is 

simply the integral over the tangential electric field at the air/dielectric interface along the 

integration path discussed in Section 3.3.2. The impedance matrix can be filled once these 

modal descriptions have been found. 
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3.6.1 The Modal Electric Current Density Basis Function Description 

The need for a Floquet modal description of the electric current density 

distribution was discussed in Section 3.5.2. This modal description of the electric current 

density was defined as 

T= 2 Yo Tye? 3.110) 
p=—-oo q=-0o 

where the modal electric current density coefficient is given by 

3 
In= a / | J (p)er*en? dardy. (3.111) 

—W 2, 
=~ 9 Y=-5 

This definition allowed the mode-wise solution of the magnetic field boundary condition at 

the air/dielectric interface to find the coupling between the electric current density and the 

magnetic fields in the analysis cell. A modal description of the current of each bi- 

triangular patch sub-domain element is necessary to allow the elements of the impedance 

matrix for the MoM analysis to be defined. 

The total spatial electric current density distribution has been modeled by a 

weighted set of sub-domain electric current density basis functions to allow the use of a 

MoM solution technique. The spatial electric current density distribution in terms of the 

weighted set of basis functions is given by 

N 

J(p) = dod n(P) (3.112) 
n=l 

where J, 7,,(p) is defined by (3.6). Substituting (3.112) into (3.111) gives the total 

modal electric current density coefficient for the pq‘ Floquet mode as 
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J oq = = / Is 2 Ta(p)en Pdady. (3.113) 

rT=—5 y=—§ 

Moving the summation inside the integral gives 

_ N1 _ ka 
J oq = La / [T@e’ rea Pdady. (3.114) 

This relationship allows the sub-domain element modal electric current density coefficient 

to be defined as 

Pon Lf fz Tn (pen Pdady (3.115) 

° y=-8 

for the n“ electric current density basis function. Substituting (3.5) into (3.115) and 

limiting the integration to the regions occupied by each half of the electric current density 

basis function results in 

TFT [Po Prt |Jn 

J pa, = ab 

  a B —Dng)e*rnPds,_ + 2+ (yy — ax Gan Prt) [ | ns) (3.116) 

—— Jer ro Pds_, 
z° (Pri — a) x (Pro — Pn) iJ [e- P na) i} 

  

The arbitrary orientation of the electric current density basis function greatly 

increases the difficulty of performing this integration over the bi-triangular patch sub- 

domain element in a conventional zy form. This increase in the complexity of the 

integration occurs because of the difficulty in defining the upper and lower limits of 
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integration for the first integration performed on each term of (3.111). This challenge can 

be overcome by integrating over the bi-triangular patch sub-domain element in a 

coordinate system which is referenced to the patch geometry rather than the analysis cell 

geometry. 

The coordinate system selected in this development is based on the orientation of 

the joining edge of the bi-triangular sub-domain element. Two coordinate directions 

which lie in the plane of the air/dielectric interface can be defined in terms of the end 

points of the joining edge. These coordinate directions are 

> Pn2 ~~ Pri ¢ — £n2 nl (3.117) 
[Pn2 — Pnt| 

which lies along the joining edge, (f,,1,P,9), and 

f=? x2= —Fx Peo Po (3.118) 
Pn2 — Pnil 

which is normal to the joining edge. The development of the modal electric current 

density description for the n@ electric current density basis functions will be shown for 

only the half of the sub-domain element which contains 7,3, Jpq,... The results for the 

other half of the sub-domain element, J,,,,, can be found by substituting 9,, for 7,3 in all 

occurrences. 

Rewriting the first term of (3.103) in this newly defined coordinate system gives 

    

~ h tay A 

] = did , Ioan ob / / hy ee n (3.119) 

n=0 t=tF 
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where 

h=MN- (P,2 — Ps) 

ty = - (Bay — Pps) 

to =t- (Bao — Pps), (3.120) 
k, =N-k,,, and 

ky =t + Kp... 

There are two possible case for the integration with respect to ¢ of (3.119) 

k, = Oand k #0. For the case k, = 0, (3.119) integrates to 

etna Prs | = i)i , B= oy 
  

  

Jom Fabks | A? 2n3 (3.121) 
[(k2h? + 2jk,h — 2)e%*" + 2] 

when k,, 4 0. For the TEM) case, k; = 0 and k, = 0, (3.119) integrates to 

= _ (ko-t) (ProtPni Joan. = a5 ; Png |. (3.122) 

For the general case, where k; #0, ky, - Di, #0, and ky «Pro #0, (3.119) integrates 

    

  

  

to 

eFFera'Pra [_, [1 — Fh pn, + Bag ]erem Pra — 1 

im = Sia Fn, Pray 
a, [1 — Trg Paseo? —1 3.123) 

(Kon Pri 

Ef eR er Pra — 1 @iFepy Pm — 1 

al Kom Pao Bog * Pht | 

where 

D =P — Drs. (3.124) 
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The remaining two cases correspond to constant phase terms along either outside 

edge of this half of the bi-triangular patch sub-domain element. If kp, - Pino = 0, (3.114) 

integrates to 

  

    

Jpqn = een Prt 2 _ 3 [1 — hp, - Ba | @heen Pri —1 ; 

Pan- 
ni _ = 5 

jabk, | 2 Zool 

t ppg Pr Con Pav) (3.125) 
t . elk opq ‘Pn —1 

ky ( K pps ° Pri ) 

Similarly, if Koon . Pro = Q, (3.114) integrates to 

i. = edF ong Pra i [1 — Hp, Prglem® —1 ply . 

PQn- n a —— 

jabk; Gl 5 

| ” Pr) 
(3.126) 

t el Feng Pao — 1 . 

—| =—>— -5]}. 
ke K poe ° Pro 

As discussed above, the results of (3.121), (3.122), (3.123), (3.125), and (3.126) 

are applicable to the half of the sub-domain element which contains p,,, by replacing 7,3 

with p,,, throughout the term. The complete description of the modal electric current 

density basis function is found by adding the contributions of each half of the bi-triangular 

patch electric current density basis function. The result of this addition gives the modal 

electric current density basis function description which is used to determine the 

impedance matrix. 

3.6.2 The Modal Electric Potential Testing Function Description 

The modal description of the electric potential testing function is found by 

integrating the tangential modal electric field at the air/dielectric interface along the 

integration path described in Section 3.3.2. The impedance matrix can be filled once the 
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modal electric potential testing function description is defined. The other quantities which 

are necessary to fill the matrix, the coupling dyadic and the modal electric current density 

basis function description, were found in Section 3.5 and 3.6.1. The integral for the modal 

electric potential testing function description has two cases: the general case when the 

phase of the electric field varies along the integration path, k,,, -1 4 0, and a special case 

when the electric field has constant phase along the integration path, Korg -l=0. The 

general case will be developed here first, then the special TEM“) case. 

The modal description of the electric potential testing function for the general case 

is found from 

bm Cm+ 

Vio = - / E,,” (p) dl; — / EB, (p) - dls (3.127) 
Em- Bn 

where bn, Cm-, and Gn4 are the position vectors to the center of the joining edge, 

(Prix Png), and the centroids of the halves of the sub-domain element by substituting in the 

tangential electric field description from (3.43a) for a single Floquet mode. Substituting 

this description into (3.127) gives 

V ram = Voom * Bye (3.128) 

where BE is the complex vector tangential electric field amplitude for the pg‘ Floquet 

mode and %,,,,, the basis testing function for the m#* sub-domain element, is given by 

bm Cm+ 

Vpn = — / een Pdi, +  — / e Hes Pdle. (3.129) 
Em bn 

The integration path 1, is from the centroid of the sub-domain element half which contains 

Pn3, Cm—, to the center of the joining edge of the bi-triangular sub-domain element, Bm- 
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The integration path lj is from the center of the joining edge of the bi-triangular sub- 

domain element, b,,, to the centroid of the sub-domain element half which contains Pnar 

Cm+. The position vectors from the coordinate system origin to the centroids and the 

center of the joining edge are found from 

= _ Pmi + Pm2 + Pm3 nr 
Em = Poi 7 Pe Pont and (3.130) 

— Pmi + Pm? 
m — 9 : 

For the general case, (3.129) integrates to 

—FK poo AB 7 . @ J ppg mo — | 
> —_ Asx — 7K png *Cm— 
Upam ~~ AP n1€ ra ke AD _ 

Jj Ppq ° Pm 
a. oF Poa — 4 (3.131) 

AP 9 @ 777 = _—— 
I oq ° AP no 

where 

AD... =Etm- — 6 
Pm = Cm— ~ 9m (3.132) 

AP ma = Cmt + Om. 

For the special case when the electric field has constant phase along the integration 

path, that is k, a 1 = 0, the integration which contains the special case simplifies to 

bin 

e Faq Em / diy = Ap,,e Mem (3.1338) 
Em— 

for the portion of the integration path 1, and 
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eo Teme emt / dy = Ap, ,oe 7emm (3.133b) 

for the portion of the integration path Ia. 

3.7 Completion of the Method of Moments Analysis 

At this point all of the components necessary for the MoM analysis of an arbitrarily 

shaped, planar array have been introduced. The model of the radiating element was 

presented in Section 3.3. The representation of the electromagnetic fields in the analysis 

cell was developed in Section 3.4. This representation was used to determine the coupling 

dyadic in Section 3.5. Finally, the modal representations of the radiating element model 

electric current density and electric potential were developed in Section 3.6. There are 

three steps remaining to complete the MoM analysis: the impedance matrix must be filled, 

the excitation of the radiating element must be modeled, and the resulting system of linear 

equations must be solved for the unknown electric current basis function weights. 

The impedance matrix for the MoM analysis is filled by summing the contributions 

to the elements of the matrix for each of the Floquet modes. This summing process results 

in a representation for a matrix element of 

Zmn = Y> S~ Byam * Ca * Fngn (3.134) 
p=—0o g=—00 

where the modal representation of the electric potential testing function for the pq'4 

Floquet mode, U,,,, is defined in Section 3.6.2, the coupling dyadic for the pq" Floquet 

mode, Coa: is defined in Section 3.5.4, and the modal representation of the electric current 

density basis function, J pan? is defined in Section 3.6.1. While the summations in (3.134) 
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are infinite, practical experience using this algorithm indicates that they need be continued 

only to where the highest order mode changes phase 27 over the smallest dimension of the 

smallest element of the sub-domain basis set. This condition is given by 

| pemasamas | = 27 /min Pat ~~ Pras lPnt ~ Pr3l [Pat ~~ Pnals (3.135) 

[Pro _ Pn3l> Pn2 ~ Pnal Pps ~ Pnal 

This result corresponds to the spatial Nyquist criterion over the sub-domain basis set in 

the analysis cell. For simplicity, the Nyquist wavenumber defined by (3.135) is used as 

both the x- and y-directed maximum wavenumbers rather than determining the required 

maximum wavenumber in each direction. The number of Floquet modes defined as 

meeting the Nyquist criteria in each direction for this choice is defined by 

a 

ot TE estas (3.136) 

oN - | pmnastmas   

Input impedance results computed with the double summation truncated at Pyyg, Qnyq 

has been found to introduce only slight variation from input impedance results computed 

with the double summation truncated at 9Pyy~,9Qny . These results are presented in 

Section 4.1. The convergence of the solution will be discussed more fully in Section 4.1 

The radiating element is excited at K feed locations in the set of sub-domain 

elements used to describe the radiating element by K Thévenin equivalent sources which 

are in series with the two halves of the sub-domain basis functions which contain the 

sources. The configuration of the source model is shown in Figure 3.5 This model of the 

source includes an input voltage and a source impedance. The source is modeled as V, 

volts peak with a source impedance of R, + 7X, ohms. 
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Element 
  

  

  

  

    
tI, 

WIM 

  

      
Source 

Figure 3.5. Thévenin equivalent source model used for the excitation of the 
radiating element showing the source voltage and impedance. 
The source model is shown in the element and in the network 
representation of the radiating element. 

The radiating element excitation is included in the MoM analysis in both the 

impedance matrix and the sub-domain element voltage column vector. The source 

impedance is simply added to the impedance matrix element Z,rm,, where the source is the 

kt source in the m! sub-domain element. The source impedance must be scaled by the 

length of the joining edge of the m#" electric current density basis function, |9,,.9 — Py; 

because the impedance matrix was developed from the current densities of the elements 

rather than the total current flowing across the joining edge of the sub-domain element. 

This scaling results in a self-impedance term for the m" sub-domain element of 

Zim, = > » Upan * C'pq ‘ Jam + [Pm2 Pini l Zs (3.137) 
p=—CO q=-cO 

where the first term is due to the electromagnetic coupling. 

The column vector of sub-domain element voltages is filled with the source voltage 

of the sub-domain elements. The source voltage is V, only for the sub-domain elements 

which contain sources and zero for the remaining sub-domain elements. This column 
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vector and the impedance matrix are the known portions of the system of linear equations 

defined in (3.4). The remaining step in the computation of the unknown weights of the 

electric current density basis set is the solution of the this system of linear equations. An 

LU-decomposition/backsolving matrix solution technique [37] was used for the solution of 

the system of linear equations for the unknown electric current density weights. 

3.8 Radiating Element Characterization 

There are four measures of antenna performance which can be found once the 

electric current density distribution on the radiating element has been computed using the 

MoM analysis technique. These performance measures are the input impedance of the 

radiating element in the array environment, the power delivered to the radiating element by 

the source(s), the power radiated by the radiating element, and the electric field in the 

analysis cell. The approach which is used to find these measures will be discussed in this 

section. The input impedance and power of the radiating element will be discussed in 

Section 3.8.1. The generation of the sampled electric field, useful for diagnosis and 

physical explanation of the radiating element performance, on an xy-grid in the analysis 

cell will be discussed in Section 3.8.2. Finally, the radiated power of the radiating element 

and the relationship between the radiated power and the antenna pattern of the radiating 

element will be discussed in Section 3.8.3. 

3.8.1 Radiating Element Input Impedance and Power 

The input impedance of the radiating element can be computed as the effective 

input impedance at each of the source points. The electric current density basis function 

weights and the known voltage and impedance of the source are used in this computation. 
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As discussed in Section 3.7, the sources which are exciting the radiating element are 

modeled as Thévenin equivalent sources in series with the sub-domain element containing 

the source. The total current flowing on the m® sub-domain element of the electric 

current density basis set at the location of the k source is found from 

Tk = |Pma — Pmildm (3.138) 

where J,, is the current density weight found from the MoM analysis. The input 

impedance at the k!" sub-domain element is found from 

Zin, = ws ~ Z, (3.139) 
k 

where Z,, is the source impedance at the m sub-domain element of the k“ source and 

V,, is the voltage impressed across the m sub-domain element and the source impedance 

of the Thévenin equivalent source given in Section 3.7. 

The power input to the radiating element at the m“ sub-domain element can be 

found from the total current flowing on the m‘ sub-domain element and the input 

impedance of the radiating element at the m‘“ sub-domain element. This power delivered 

to the radiating element at the m" sub-domain element by the k" source is given by 

1 
Ping = 5Re[Imln Zin: (3.140) 

The total power which is input to the radiating element by all of the sources can be found 

by summing the contributions from all of the K sources. 

3.8.2 The Sampled Electric Field in the Analysis Cell 

The electric field in the analysis cell can be found from the summation of the 

contributions of each of the Floquet mode TM®) and TE”) electric fields. The electric 
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field is found in this analysis approach by finding the Floquet mode TM) and TE®) field 

weights for each of the weighted electric current density basis functions for a single pq 

mode. The contributions to the mode weights for each of the electric current density basis 

functions are then summed to determine the total Floquet mode TM) and TE) field 

weights for the current mode. These mode weights are used to find the z-, y-, and z- 

components of the electric field at each of the desired sample points from (3.43a) and 

(3.44a). The three components of the electric field are then summed over the Floquet 

modes which were used in the generation of the impedance matrix for the MoM analysis. 

3.8.3 Radiated Power and the Active Element Pattern 

The Floquet modes which have a real longitudinal wavenumber in the air region of 

the analysis cell, Kh?) > 0, are radiating modes which transport power away from the 

radiating element. The total power radiated by the radiating element is the power in the 

analysis cell from the total electromagnetic fields generated by these radiating modes. The 

radiated power can be calculated more easily for each of the radiating TM) and TE® 

mode independently and then summed because of the orthogonalities between the TM) 

and TE‘) modes and between modes of different transverse wavenumber, k,,_, discussed 

in Section 3.4.2. 

The total power in the pg“ Floquet mode is found from 

a b 
2 

1 p=} | 
2 

—74 _-d 
I=Q Y= 

BE (p) x [Fie (~)| .Bdady (3.141) 

which can be rewritten as 
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f 63 
1|~ ~ . 

P... = 5 STAY Tin Re¢ / [Ero x [Fin (2) | -2drdy p+ 

~ [r= => 

me (3.142) 
1 M 2 3 

51> BM Im} Reg J J aTE) (5) x lin (P| -Bdady 
m=1 —b       

7 a) 

Substituting the expressions for the mode electric and magnetic fields from (3.29) and 

(3.31) into (3.142) gives 

SA Jal   

    
1 

PF. = —~ 9 

    

  

which reduces to 

M 

+2) Bor Jn 
*ab(k2, + #2)? 

Who 

* abhi, ky, kD ky shan 
(3.144) =| AGIn 

        

The power in the TEM“) Floquet mode is found from 
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  =e (Shade )e+ (Sofas) eM 
(3.145) 

      

    

—~ 2 

M * 

x Sei - 3 - (Salis - |i cad 2éniy} 
m=1 

which reduces to 

bk ; _ G9%o AS) (+) 

          
The total aperture efficiency of the radiating element is given by the ratio of the 

power radiated from the analysis cell by the desired TEp9 and TMoo modes to the total 

power input to the radiating element. This definition of aperture efficiency includes both 

loss and input reflection effects and is equivalent to the ability of the radiating element to 

direct power into the desired direction of beam scanning. The total power radiated by the 

radiating element also includes the power, if any, radiated into grating lobes. This power 

is not included in aperture efficiency by this definition because the power in the grating 

lobes does not contribute to the desired main beam of the antenna array. This definition of 

the aperture efficiency of the radiating element is 

Pro (90, Po) 
Pnc(Bo» 40) (3.147) Nap(9o, Po) = 

where P,, (9,0) is found with p = q = 0 from (3.144) or (3.146) for an antenna main 

beam scanned in the (0,, $,) direction. The power incident on the radiating element, Pc, 

is the total power incident on the radiating element. This incident power is given by 

  

x Pin (9. p ) 
Pine Bo, o}) — 

4 
7“ 

( ° 2, (1 —_ Ia, (80, $0) I") | | 
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where the input power to the radiating element at the k“ source, Pn, (80,0), is found 

from (3.140) with the antenna array scanned to (8,¢,) and the active reflection 

coefficient of the radiating element at k#4 source, I',, (9, #0), is given by 

Zin, (Oo, fo) ~ Zn 
SS 3.149 

Zin, (4, Po) + Z 5 ( ) 
Qa, (6., Po) = 

where Z,, is the source impedance of the k= source and Zin,(8o,%0) is the input 

impedance of the radiating element with the antenna array scanned to the (,, ¢,) direction 

given by (3.139). 

The aperture efficiency of the radiating element, (3.147), can be used to find the 

element pattern of the radiating element in the large phased antenna array environment. 

This pattern, called the active element pattern, is usually measured by exciting a single, 

central element in the antenna array and terminating the other elements in the source 

impedance [5]. The active element pattern is the correct element for pattern multiplication 

using ideal array theory because it is proportional to the envelope of the main beam peak 

gain of the antenna array as the main beam is scanned [38]. An intuitive discussion of the 

development of the active element pattern from both the input reflection coefficient and 

the aperture efficiency is presented here. While this discussion is not extremely thorough, 

a more complete development is not warranted by the limited use of the active element 

pattern in this document. 

The active element pattern is also related to the input reflection coefficient of the 

radiating element in the fully excited antenna array [5] by 

P(6, )| = 4/1 - er (3.150) 

where I’,(6,@) is the input reflection coefficient of the radiating element in the fully 
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excited antenna array beam scanned in the (8,¢) direction and gidea(9,¢), the ideal 

element pattern in a planar array with a rectangular grid with spacings of a by 8, is 

At Aa 
Gidea (9, p) = 2 Apres cell = 2 abcos@ (3.151) 

oO 

The ideal radiating element gain pattern is essentially the gain pattern of a uniformly 

excited aperture the size of the grid cell in the antenna array. The abcosé@ term in (3.149) 

is the projected physical aperture of the antenna array grid cell, Ap,o; ce, in the (6, ¢) 

direction. The active element pattern can be derived from (3.150) as 

9-(6,¢) = (1- 28, 8)P) 5s ab cos0. (3.152) 
oO 

This definition of the active element pattern can be intuitively justified [38] by 

noting that the maximum gain available from an antenna array scanned in the (6,, ¢,) 

direction is 

An Gritty (Bos bo) = 5 array A proj(9o: Po) (3.153) 

where Ajroj(9o, 0) is the area of the antenna array aperture projected in the (6,, ¢o) 

direction given by 

A proj(9o, Po) = Aarray COSO (3.154) 

where Aogrray 1s the area of the antenna array aperture. The aperture area of the antenna 

array of N radiating elements is also given by 

Aarray = N Aceti (3.155) 

where, for a rectangular antenna array grid of dimension a by b, A, ¢1 is 

Acell = ab. (3. 156) 

The maximum gain of a radiating element of this antenna array in the fully excited antenna 
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atray environment must then be 

mar Gorray\90,%o) 4m 
G1" (00,0) = a = 2 ab cos6. (3.157) 

The gain realized from each element is equal to the gain of the ideal radiating element 

multiplied by the efficiency of the actual radiating element in the fully excited antenna 

array beam scanned in the (6,, ¢,) direction. This relationship results in the active element 

pattern definition given by (3.152). 

The total dependence of the active element pattern is 

9r(8,$) & Nap (9, $) (3.158) 

where 7ap(9,¢) is the efficiency of the radiating element when the main beam of the 

antenna array is steered to the (0, ¢) direction given by (3.147). The gain of the active 

element pattern can be found by multiplying the aperture efficiency of the radiating 

element by the normalized area of the analysis cell. This results in the active element 

pattern given by 

Arab 
gr(8,) = ye Nap (9, ¢). (3.159) 

The cos@ aperture projection term is not included separately in the aperture efficiency 

definition of the active element pattern, (3.159), because the this definition of the aperture 

efficiency already accounts for the coupling from the radiating element to a plane wave 

traveling the (6,,¢,) direction. The advantage of this definition of the active element 

pattern over the definition of (3.152) is that the effects of dissipative loss in the radiating 

element are included in this result but not in (3.152). While these loss effects are generally 

small, significant loss may be present in some radiating element designs where the element 

is significantly loaded in an attempt to extend the range of beam scanning. 
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4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

The analysis approach discussed in Chapter 3 has been implemented as a compiled 

Fortran executable software tool for the analysis of infinite antenna arrays. The code is 

called Analysis Software for Infinite Arrays (ASIA). The source code listing of ASIA 

consists of approximately 4500 lines in 29 different routines. ASIA was designed to be as 

general as possible within the constraints of the analysis approach described in Chapter 3. 

ASIA is currently compiled for use on MS-DOS micro-computers which are compatible 

with INTEL 80486 and higher architectures. ASIA uses file input and output to allow 

operation of the code in a batch environment. A full description of use of ASIA is 

available in the user's guide [39] and will not be included here. Delays in the 

implementation of the radiation computation sections of ASIA prevent demonstrating 

these features here. 

This chapter begins with an examination of the convergence of the analysis 

approach described in Chapter 3. The convergence of the analysis with respect to the 

numbers of Floquet modes and sub-domain basis functions used in the solution is 

discussed in Section 4.1. This convergence testing allows analysis parameters for which 

the numerical results are apparently valid to be found. The chapter continues with the 

discussion of the analysis of two well-known antenna arrays in Section 4.2. The behavior 

of these arrays has been previously characterized and is used to validate the analysis 

approach. This chapter concludes with a discussion of preliminary analysis results for a 

new radiating element which is being investigated using ASIA. The results shown in 

Figure 4.3 illustrate one of the major advantages of this analysis approach as compared to 

the previous techniques discussed in Section 2.2.4. 
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4.1 Convergence of the Solution 

The nature of the convergence of the solution of the analysis approach discussed in 

Chapter 3 must be examined before this technique can be used to characterize radiating 

elements in antenna arrays. In this sense, convergence is used to discuss how quickly the 

analysis approach can be expected to predict a correct, or at least nearly constant, result as 

the numbers of modes and sub-domain basis functions used in the analysis increase. The 

convergence of the solution with respect to the number of Floquet modes used in the 

analysis can be discussed directly since the Floquet series representation is convergent. 

The convergence of the analysis approach with respect to the number of Floquet modes 

used is discussed in Section 4.1.1. This discussion examines the convergence of the 

analysis approach for both unscanned and scanned cases. The convergence of the analysis 

approach must be approximated for the number of sub-domain basis functions used to 

describe a given radiating struture. This form of the convergence of the analysis approach 

cannot be determined as fully because, like many computational electromagnetics 

techniques, this analysis is not convergent with respect to the number of sub-domain basis 

functions used in the analysis. This effect will be included in the sub-domain convergence 

discussion of Section 4.1.2. 

4.1.1 Modal Convergence of the Solution 

The convergence of the analysis approach discussed in Chapter 3 was examined by 

characterizing the input impedance of a strip dipole radiating element for several different 

numbers of Floquet modes. The strip dipole radiating element was chosen for this 

investigation of the convergence of the analysis approach because of the relative simplicity 

of this radiating element geometry. The geometry of this dipole array is shown 
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Figure 4.1. Geometry of the dipole antenna array cell used in the convergence 

and validation testing of the analysis algorithm presented in Chapter 3 

This element cell is repeated infinitely many time in a square grid with 

spacings of a by b. The thickness of dielectric substrate is d. 

in Figure 4.1. The analysis cell geometry shown in Figure 4.1 is used throughout Section 

4.1 and Section 4.2 in the discussion of arrays of dipole radiating elements. 

The parameters which describe the strip dipole and the Floquet analysis cell 

geometry are given in Table 4.1. The input impedance of the strip dipole radiating 

element was first computed for N = 1, 3, and 19 sub-domain basis element strip dipoles 

with the antenna array scanned to broadside. Figure 4.2 shows the magnitude and phase 

of the input impedance of the strip dipole for these analysis cases as a function of the 

number of Floquet modes used in the analysis. The magnitude of the input impedance for 

each strip dipole has been normalized by 

_ |Zin| — 7 

| in| Po,Q¢9 

|Z; (4.1) Nnorm | 
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Table 4.1. Geometry description for the strip dipole radiating element used in 

the examination of the convergence of the Floquet mode based 
Method of Moments analysis approach. See Figure 4.1 for 

parameter definition. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Geometry Parameter Value Unit 

analysis cell dimension a 1.0 Xo 

b 1.0 No 

d 0.25 ro 

dielectric substrate é 1.000 n/a 

él! 0.000 n/a 

strip dipole dimension l 0.3 Xo 

w 0.02 Xo               
where |Z;,,| AO is the input impedance magnitude computed for the same strip dipole for 

9,;YW9 

a number of Floquet modes given by 

Py = 9 Pyyg 

Qo = 9Q Nnyq (42) 

where Pyyq and Qyyg are the number of Floquet modes chosen to satisify Nyquist 

sampling in the x- and y-directions from (3.136). These results indicate that the analysis 

approach has substantially converged when enough modes are used to fulfill the Nyquist 

requirement as expected. These results also show that the convergence of the input 

impedance of a strip dipole composed of a single sub-domain basis function has essentially 

the same convergence behavior as strip dipoles composed of multiple sub-elements. This 

result was used to simplify the investigation of the effects of beamscanning on modal 

convergence. 
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Figure 4.2. Normalized magnitude and phase of the input impedance 
of the three strip dipoles used in the modal convergence 

study at broadside. 

The effect of beamscanning on the modal convergence of this analysis approach 

was investigated by characterizing the input impedance of a strip dipole described by a 

single sub-domain basis function as a function of the number of Floquet modes used in the 

analysis at three different angles of beam scanning. Figure 4.3 shows the normalized 

magnitude and phase of the input impedance of this radiating element as a function of the 

number of Floquet modes used in the analysis for three different angles of beamscanning. 

These results indicate that the modal convergence of this analysis approach is unaffected 

by the direction of beamscanning in the infinite antenna array. 
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Figure 4.3. Normalized magnitude and phase of the input impedance 
of the single sub-domain basis function strip dipole used 
to study the convergence effects of beamscanning. 

4.1.2 Sub-Domain Basis Function Convergence of the Solution 

The second form of convergence for the analysis technique discussed in Chapter 3 

is the convergence with increasing numbers of sub-domain elements in the description of 

the radiating element. Alternately, this form of convergence can be viewed as determining 

the maximum size of the sub-domain basis function elements used to model the radiating 

element. Computational electromagnetics techniques often impose a minimum size 

restriction on the sub-domain basis function elements as well. This limit is 
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Figure 4.4. Magnitude and phase of the input impedance of the strip dipole 

radiating element used to determine the convergence of the analysis 

approach as a function of the number of sub-domain elements 
used in the radiating element description. 

due to capacitive effects generated by the delta gap source model described in Section 3.7. 

These requirements usually combine to restrict the sub-domain elements to a range of 

allowable sizes. 

The range of allowable sizes for the sub-domain elements in this analysis approach 

was investigated by examining the computed input impedance for the strip dipole 

geometry used in Section 4.1.1 as the number of sub-domain elements used in the 

description was varied. The analysis cell and strip dipole geometry used in this analysis is 
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given in Table 4.1. The input impedance was computed for this strip dipole for N = 1, 3, 

7, 11, 15, and 19 sub-domain element descriptions. The number of Floquet modes used in 

this analysis was chosen so that 

P =2Pyyq 
Q =2Qny, (4.3) 

or double the number of modes chosen to satisfy the Nyquist criteria, to ensure essentially 

complete convergence as discussed in Section 4.1.1. The computed magnitude and phase 

of the input impedance computed for this strip dipole geometry are shown in Figure 4.4 as 

a function of the number of sub-elements used to describe the strip dipole. These results 

indicate that the allowable range of sub-domain element sizes begins at around 0.1), 

overall sub-domain element length, ~3;p,, and extends down to at least 0.03, overall 

sub-domain element length. No performance degradation due to source model 

capacitance is noticeable in these results. 

4.2 Validation of the Analysis Approach 

The validity of the analysis approach presented in Chapter 3 was examined by 

comparing computational results for the input impedance of two different analysis 

geometries using the ASIA code with published computational results for the same 

geometries. The radiating element in the infinite antenna array for each of these cases was 

a strip dipole. The first validation case examined was an array of these dipoles in a free- 

space environment. These results are discussed in Section 4.2.1. The second validation 

case examined was an infinite antenna array of strip dipole radiating elements printed on a 

dielectric support substrate backed by a PEC ground plane. The results of this 

investigation are discussed in Section 4.2.2. 
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4.2.1 Infinite Antenna Array of Dipole Radiating Elements in Free Space 

The first analysis cell geometry used to validate the analysis approach presented in 

Chapter 3 was an infinite antenna array of infinitely thin, half-wavelength strip dipoles in a 

free-space environment. The input impedance for this geometry has been computed by 

Diamond [40] for this geometry. This geometry was modeled in ASIA by an infinite 

antenna array of 1 = 0.4, by w = 0.02, strip dipoles. The dipoles were shortened 

slightly to assure adequate spacing between adjacent radiating elements in the array grid. 

This spacing was not a concern in the grating lobe series approach used by Diamond in 

[40]. The free-space environment was modeled in ASIA by placing the PEC ground plane 

at z = — 10°X, and using essentially an air dielectric with the addition of a slightly loss 

component. The addition of this loss effectively eliminates the wave component reflected 

from the ground plane which contributes to the standing wave in the dielectric region 

resulting in a near traveling wave electromagnetic field distribution in this region. The 

analysis cell and radiating element geometry for this validation case are shown in Table 

4.2. 

The computed input resistance for this dipole antenna array is shown in Figure 4.5 

for H-, E-, and D-plane (diagonal between E- and H-) beamscanning as a function of the 

scan angle from broadside, @,, from both Diamond [40] and ASIA. These results show 

good overall agreement of the trends between these two results. The deviation between 

the exact levels of the corresponding curves is significant for the H-plane scan results only. 

The differences between the results of Diamond [40] and ASIA for this strip dipole 

antenna array geometry may be attributable to slight differences in the analysis geometries 

as well as the rather simpler grating lobe series analysis performed by Diamond. The 

overall good agreement between the trends of the input 
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Table 4.2. Geometry description for the strip dipole radiating element used in 

the first validation case for the Floquet mode based Method of 

Moments analysis approach. See Figure 4.1 for parameter definition 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

                
  

    

  

            

Geometry Parameter Value Unit 

analysis cell dimension a 0.5 No 

b 0.5 ro 

d 10° Xo 

dielectric support €) 1.000 n/a 

ef -0.001 n/a 

strip dipole dimension l 0.4 No 

Ww 0.02 ro 
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Figure 4.5. Normalized input resistance of an infinite antenna array of half-wave dipoles 
in a square half-wave array grid in a free-space environment computed using 

19 unknowns in ASIA (a) and computed by Diamond (b) from [40]. 
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resistance computed by these two analysis techniques suggests that the analysis algorithm 

presented in Chapter 3 and implemented in ASIA is reasonably accurate. 

4.2.2 Infinite Antenna Array of Printed Dipole Radiating Elements 

The second analysis geometry used to validate the analysis approach is an infinite 

antenna array of strip dipoles printed on a dielectric substrate backed by a PEC ground 

plane. The input reflection coefficient for this antenna array geometry has been calculated 

by Pozar [28]. This choice of geometry represents a typical large printed antenna array 

configuration. The analysis cell and radiating element geometry for this validation case are 

shown in Table 4.3. The computed input reflection coefficient for this strip dipole 

validation case is shown in Figure 4.6a for three different scan planes versus angle from 

broadside, @,. Figure 4.6b shows input reflection coefficient results for the 

Table 4.3. Geometry description for the strip dipole radiating element used in 

the second validation case for the Floquet mode based Method of 

Moments analysis approach. See Figure 4.1 for parameter definition. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Geometry Parameter Value Unit 

analysis cell dimension a 0.5 No 

b 0.5 ro 

d 0.19 No 

dielectric support € 2.55 n/a 

é -0.001 n/a 

strip dipole dimension l 0.39 ro 

w 0.002 No             
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same radiating element from Pozar [28]. The extremely good agreement between the 

input reflection coefficient results shown in Figures 4.6a and 4.6b, including the scan 

blindness indicated at ~ 45°, suggests ASIA accurately predicts the input impedance of 

printed radiating elements in large phased antenna arrays. 

The scan blindness which appears in the E-plane beamscanning results in Figure 

4.6 is caused by the excitation of a surface wave in the dielectric support substrate. The 

excitation of a surface wave mode traps the majority of the power input to the radiating 

element in the dielectric substrate because the surface wave mode is evanescent in the air 

region of the analysis cell. From (2.27) and (2.28), the transcendental equation for the 

TM, surface wave mode, the only surface wave mode which can be supported by this 

dielectric support substrate, is 

Kk) sin(k6%d) — jek cos(kd) = 0 (4.4) 

where kS*) and k{ are the z-directed wavenumbers in the air and dielectric regions of the 

analysis cell for the surface wave given by 

Ko) =V ke — k,l (4.5) 

Kk — y/¢,k2 — |E,|° 

where k, is the wavenumber of the surface wave in the ry-plane. This transcendental 

equation is be found by satisfying the boundary conditions for the dielectric slab 

waveguide structure discussed in Section 2.1.2. Solving (4.4) shows that the transverse 

wavenumber required for the surface wave mode is 

|kp| = 1.282 kp. (4.6) 

Since the surface wave is formed by the first Floquet mode which is outside visible space 

in the plane of beamscanning, the beam scanning angle for scan blindness caused by this 
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Figure 4.6. Input reflection coefficient of an infinite antenna array of 

printed strip dipole radiating elements computed using 

19 sub-domain elements in ASIA (a) and by Pozar [28]. 

surface wave is given by 

    _ of LK] Ac ta = an k, cell (4.7) 

where ceil is the dimension of the analysis cell in the plane of beamscanning, in this case. 

Equation (4.7) can be solved to give 

Bs = 45.85° (4.8) 

which compares very well with the computed direction of scan blindness in Figure 4.6. 

This suggests that the direction of scan blindness due to surface wave effects in printed 

antenna arrays with radiating element which are small compare to the analysis cell can be 

approximated by analysis of a dielectric slab waveguide structure. 
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4.3 Preliminary Analysis of a New Radiating Element [41] 

The analysis approach presented in Chapter 3 is being used to investigate the 

scanning behavior of a new radiating element, the Foursquare antenna. The Foursquare 

radiating element is essentially an enhanced crossed-dipole antenna printed on a dielectric 

substrate. This radiating element was designed to provide dual-polarized radiation over an 

approximately 60% frequency bandwidth. The Foursquare element consists of four square 

patches fed in diagonal pairs. The gap, W, between the patches is the same between the 

patches both horizontally and vertically. This gives an overall length for the radiator, L, of 

twice the patch size plus the center gap width in both directions. The geometry of the 

Foursquare radiating element is shown in Figure 4.7. 

The surface wave scan blindness directions were calculated for the Foursquare 

radiating element printed on a d=0.15A, dielectric support structure of 

€, = 2.55 — 70.001 for several combinations of cell dimension and relative metallizations 
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Figure 4.7. Geometry of the Foursquare radiating element showing 

the overall length of the element, L, and the width of the 
central gap, W. 
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of the analysis cell. The cell dimensions, a and b, were equal and varied between 

0.45A, and 0.6\,. The scan blindness direction for Foursquare element was computed for 

these cell dimensions for element sizes, relative to the analysis cell, of L = L = 0.7, 0.86, 

and 0.90. The scan blindness locations found in this preliminary characterization of the 

Foursquare radiating element are shown in Figure 4.8. Figure 4.8 also shows the scan 

blindness angles for radiating elements structures which are essentially based on parallel 

plate waveguide and dielectric slab waveguide structures. The scan blindness angle for the 

Foursquare radiating element departs the dielectric slab waveguide scan blindness curve in 

the direction of the parallel plate waveguide curve as the size of the radiating element 

increases relative to the analysis cell dimension. While this behavior is understandable 

when the largely metallized analysis cell of the Foursquare radiating element is considered, 

it is believed that this dependence has not been noted previously in the published literature. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

The development of a useful method for predicting the performance of large 

phased antenna arrays of complex radiating elements was the primary goal of the research 

which led to this document. As noted in Chapter 1, the prediction of the performance of 

these antennas is greatly complicated by the dominating presence of mutual coupling 

between the radiating elements. This complication makes ideal antenna array theory 

prediction of this performance effectively impossible. Current approaches to this 

performance prediction are limited in either the scope of allowable antenna array sizes and 

radiating element geometry or are not sufficiently general for non-research use. 

A new approach to the characterization of complex radiating elements in large 

phased antenna arrays has been presented. This approach was specifically designed to 

address the limitations of the previous analysis techniques discussed in Chapter 2. This 

technique allows the analysis of a complex, arbitrarily shaped printed radiating element in 

a fully active infinite antenna array. The mathematical basis for this new infinite antenna 

array analysis approach was fully described in Chapter 3. 

The characterization technique presented here has also been implemented as the 

computational electromagnetics code ASIA (Analysis Software for Infinite Arrays). This 

code has been successfully used to characterize many different radiating element 

geometries. These radiating element geometries include the dipole and printed dipole 

antennas used to validate the capability of the new characterization technique to accurately 

predict the performance of complex radiating elements in the fully active infinite antenna 

array environment. Preliminary results from the analysis of a more complex radiating 

element are also presented in Chapter 4. These results show a previously unreported 
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variation in the surface wave scan blindness direction which appears to be present for 

radiating elements which extend over large regions of the analysis cell. It is believed that 

this variation is caused by the structure changing from essentially a dielectric slab 

waveguide to a dielectric loaded parallel plate waveguide. While intuitively 

understandable, it is believed that this variation has not been previously reported in the 

literature. 

Several paths for further development of this characterization approach for large 

antenna arrays are possible. The simplest enhancement of the analysis approach will be to 

allow multiple layered dielectrics in the support structure. This first step in this 

modification should be the revision of the coupling dyadic to include two layers of 

dielectric support between the radiating element and the ground plane and one radome 

dielectric layer above the radiating element. This enhancement will also allow the analysis 

of radiating elements printed on dielectric substrates without ground plane backing using 

the approach discussed in Section 4.2.1. Eventually, this modification should be able to 

support arbitrary multiple layered dielectrics with metallization at each dielectric interface 

as well as at the air/dielectric interface. 

The addition of a probe feed model to the analysis algorithm would allow the 

performance of microstrip patch radiating elements to be characterized by this approach. 

This enhancement would also allow more inclusive analysis of most radiating elements 

since even balanced elements in a printed array are usually probe-fed. This addition to the 

analysis algorithm can be approached with either a lumped element probe model or a more 

accurate electromagnetics analysis of the probe structure. The latter of these approaches 

would be preferable but may require excessive computation in the analysis since the 

Floquet modes will no longer couple in a mode-wise sense at the horizontal interfaces in 
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the analysis cell. This difficulty stems from the need to allow at least one vertical interface 

in the dielectric region of the analysis cell to account for the electric current density on the 

probe structure. 

Finally, it may be possible to combine these enhancements to create an analysis 

approach which allows the characterization of arbitrary radiating elements which do not lie 

solely in the plane of the infinite antenna array. Some progress towards the development 

of this type of computational electromagnetics code has been reported for a much less 

general wire based radiating element description but the research has apparently not 

continued as anticipated in the original paper [32]. This development can proceed by 

allowing sub-domain elements with finite thickness, connections between multiple layers 

of metallization, or sub-domain elements which are not parallel to the infinite antenna 

array grid. The development of an analysis algorithm which allows sub-domain elements 

which do not lie in the infinite antenna array grid would be preferable but the apparent 

discontinuation of the work mentioned above suggests this development course may be 

extremely difficult. 
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